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Many rue the day that summer goes, 
dreading the thought of winter. There 

is another group, however, who not only look 
forward to the colder weather but check the 
forecasts daily for signs of snow. 

For them, the appeal of Iceland could 
not be greater, as we have had almost daily 
snowfalls since the beginning of December. 

It’s time for all the winter sports and 
Icelanders are equipped to enjoy it to the full. 
Whether your interest is in skating, skiing, 
riding skidoos or even hiking and enjoying 
the beauty of the countryside under its white 
blanket, there are always others who would 
be happy to have you join them.

 This year, the country is living up to its 
name for the first time in years, so if snow is 
your interest, you had better book your ticket 
quickly.

Speaking of booking your ticket, you will 
find that Iceland Express, Iceland’s low-cost 
airline, has just taken delivery of a fleet of 
new Airbus 320 planes, which will make your 
trip all the more pleasant. 

On board, you will soon find not only this 
magazine but videos about Iceland, its culture 
and lifestyle, so you can plan your holiday 
even while you are flying up to us.

Once you get here, there is no less to do in 
winter than in the summer months. It’s just 
different - and often, more exciting.

One thing we would suggest, though, 
is that you take advantage of the tours on 
offer, many of which you can read about here 
because you will get so much more out of 

a tour than travelling on difficult roads in a 
small rented car, even with a map.

You could take a jeep or even a Superjeep 
on a thrilling trip up into the mountains. Or 
take a quad bike for off-road riding that will 
leave your adrenalin pumping. If that seems a 
bit too much, the tour bus companies have a 
plethora of tours that are very fulfilling.

It doesn’t end when the tour returns you 
to your hotel. Icelanders are known for their 
love of life and you will find your time can be 
fully occupied day and night.

Those nights: you won’t have to wait long 
before they get shorter than in your home 
country. At this time, though, many Icelanders 
like to enjoy the arts and cultural activities, 
taking advantage of any bad weather to 
indulge themselves in profitable pursuits. 

The art galleries - and there are a number 
of them, both large and small - have very 
interesting exhibitions. For such a small 
country, cultural activities are amazingly 
diverse and there will always be something 
that will spark your interest.

Of course, you need to eat and, as you will 
read here, there are some great places to go 
with live entertainment at a number of them.

One thing is for sure, a winter trip to 
Iceland will be filled with new experiences 
and will leave you with good memories. We 
hope this issue will inspire you with enough 
ideas to fill your holiday. We look forward to 
hearing from you. In the meantime, don’t 
forget to check the videos on our website.

— Andrew Scott Fortune
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Icelandic is one of the European 
root languages, like Latin. There 
is no ‘c’ or ‘z’ in modern Icelandic, 
except in foreign words. However, 
It does contain some letters not 
found in most other languages. 
This basic list provides a general 
idea of their sounds, using familiar 
words rather than phonetics.
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S ince February 2003, Iceland Express has 
been flying to Iceland from up to 149 

destinations in Europe as the only domestic 
low-cost carrier. Entering 2012 with a fleet 
of brand new Airbus A320 planes to new 
destinations adds an element of excitement 
to this dynamic company. They are all 
the new generation aircraft, seating 180 

passengers, the newest just released from the 
factory last spring and provided by CSA, a 
very reliable and punctual provider.

Customer Care Keeps Clients
Low fa res do not need to mean low 
ser v ice, a s the company has proven. 
Understanding the desires of passengers 

has been key to the growth of Iceland 
Express. Passenger care on board is one of 
the main emphases of the airline, which 
provides a full selection of meals, drinks 
and Duty Free items on every flight. 

The Benefits of Low Cost airlines
B e i ng  t he  on ly  Ic e l a nd ic  low- c o s t 
airline operating all year-round, Iceland 
Express can of fer the most economic 
prices to & from Iceland. Leading in 
low prices, unlike some other economy 
a irl ines, the t icket includes a 20 kg. 
luggage a l lowance and there a re no 
hidden fees. (Toilets are free, too!) Prices 
for unusual items, such a s bikes ,  a re 
a l l l isted clearly on their website and 
bookings can be changed easily.

This is an ideal travelling method for 
young people, especially, as the savings 
they make on ticket costs can significantly 
lower the cost of their holiday, allowing 
them more f lexibility whilst in Iceland. 
Whether they want to enjoy the vibrant 
night life and music scene in Reykjavik, 
the festiva ls in the dif ferent towns or 
cycle around the country, Iceland Express 
tries to make it all possible.

Specialists in Group Travel
The airline is especia lly popular with 
companies and school groups, who receive a 
special service and is geared to handle groups 
of all sizes. They are also a member of the 
ILGTA and are recognised as a professional, 
broad-minded airline. 

These factors mean that there i s a 
huge and growing demand for tickets to 
Iceland. However, it also means that early 
booking can lead to major savings.

There are daily flights to London (Gatwick) 
and Copenhagen; to Berlin and Paris 3 times a 
week; Alicante, Barcelona and Frankfurt twice a 
week and once a week to the other destinations, 
including Stansted and a new service to Vilnius, 
reaching the whole Baltic region.

Flying with Friends
Sigga, the Iceland Express stewardess,pictured 
here, found her love of f lying almost by 
accident. Now, some 9 years later, she has 
flown to places as far apart as Thailand, Las 
Palmas and Chicago—not to mention all 
over Europe.

“Our company is like a family and we’re 
very good friends. I like to share that 
friendship with the passengers who fly with 

us. We have fun, laugh and joke while we 
take care of people. I’m happiest making 
the passengers happy and seeing them 
leave with a smile - especially a grouchy 
passenger, who has perhaps had a hard day.”

“When you’re working, time flies, too”
It’s non-stop work to take care of the 
needs of 180 people and the stewardesses 
are on their feet the whole time, apart 
from take off and landing. Besides the 
norma l role s  of  supply ing food and 
drink, there are also those special times, 
caring for someone who has a fear of 
f ly ing , s it t ing with them and being 
there for them or giving extra attention 
to someone with special needs. 

Like all the stewardesses, Sigga has a lot 
of training, with regular refresher courses 
to ensure she can handle any situation in a 
professional manner. However, it is not all 
work and no play. There are layover times 
that provide opportunities for shopping, 
dining out–or just soaking up the sun on 
a beach. The regular changes keep that 
spark of inspiration alive, which ref lects 
on the care of the passengers on board.

–asf

Flying Fresh
New planes make refreshing flying with Iceland Express

Ármúla 7 - 108 Reykjavík

+354 550 0600
info@icelandexpress.is

www.icelandexpress.is

Iceland Express
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Handknitters United
The One stop shop for all Things Woollen at the Handknitting assn

Sheep came to Iceland with the Viking 
settlers and they quickly proved their 

worth, not only for their meat but also their 
wool. Living conditions were very basic and 
especially tough in the cold and dark winter 
months. Sheep helped keep the settlers alive.

These Icelandic sheep have two types of 
fleece - an outer, weather and water repellant 
layer and a soft, warm f leece close to the 
skin. Combined, they have provided warm 
clothing for farmers and seamen, adults, 
children and babies for centuries. Making 
sweaters became a tradition in farmhouses, 
cottages and houses around the country.

The Handknitting Association of Iceland 
was founded in 1977 to help overcome 
problems that knitters were having in 
getting their handiwork marketed. A 
group of women formed the association, 
established standards and guidelines for 
the production that was - and still is, an 

important supplement to many family 
incomes and shortly thereafter, opened a 
shop to sell their members’ woollen goods 
on Skólavörðustígur, the main shopping 
street that descends from Hallgrímskirkja, 
the cathedral overlooking the city.

As the name indicates, these woollen 
creations are hand made. The motto from 
the outset has been, “Buy directly from the 
people who make them“. Walking into the 
shop, one cannot help but be amazed at the 
skill and productivity of these ladies - and 
some men, too, from all walks of life, living 
in all parts of the country. Every item has 
that sense of individual uniqueness that only 
handmade items carry. 

The world of knitting has changed 
dramatically since the association began. 
A few decades ago, the designs took on the 
form of the ‘lopapeysa’ or sweater, with 
its distinctive scalloped pattern, which 

has become so popular worldwide, but 
numerous young Icelandic designers have 
also turned their attention to wool as a 
medium of choice for their fashion designs, 
resulting in new products, styles and 
colours. There is a wide range of sweaters, 
gloves, hats, scarves, socks, bags and many 
other items in sizes to suit everyone from 
a Viking warrior (or farmer) to a pretty 
fashion model to a newborn baby.

The store has become a centre not only 
for selling the finished products but also for 
supplying the wool and all the accessories 
required to make woollen items. 

The association has established high 
standards for the wool they supply the 
knit t ing communit y so a s to get an 
equally high quality product back to sell. 
This is a l l the best genuine Icelandic 
wool with its unique characteristics. 

Vi s itor s  c an have thei r  purcha se s 
shipped to them and they can also email 
orders from the website in the comfort 
of their own homes. That includes the 
patterns, wool, needles and accessories, 
not just the clothing. If knitting is your 
hobby, there is a world of warm designs 
just waiting for you.

Feel the Fire
Experience Volcanic Eruptions close up at Volcano House

E ver y hour,  on the hour,  t a ke a 
trip back to 1973 and watch the 

awesome power of red-hot lava, seemingly 
irresistible as it moves in slow motion, 
swallowing and crushing everything in 
its path. Like a sci-fi monster, you see it 
start to engulf a thriving community and 
the impending disaster as it edges to the 
harbour to destroy the only safe haven for 
the fishing fleet. Every boat is pressed into 
service to ferry the inhabitants to safety as 
they watch more of their lives disappear.

The Fight Back
Many a community would quit under 
such seemingly-impossible conditions 
—but not the Westmen. Within days, 
the inspiring t itanic struggle aga inst 
overwhelming odds begins.

A Drama from Film-makers
Then, the 2010 eruption that everyone 
struggles to pronounce: Eyjaf jallajökull 
t hat  covered f a rms a nd v i l l a ge s  in 
a  de ep  l aye r  of  a sh  a nd a n  a l mos t 
impenetrable fog , threatening , once 
again, the livelihoods of hard-working 
communities. A massive f lood sweeps 
down the mounta in, put t ing bridges 
a l on g  t h e  m a i n  r o a d  l i n k i n g  t h e 
southern towns and v i l lage s at r i sk . 
This one is too big to overcome - but 
not too big to f ight.

These f i lms bring the raw emotion 
and courage of these communities home, 
leaving you not only awed at the power 
of these elements from hell but at the 
spirit of the men, women and children 
living under their shadows.

Time for Lunch
Lunche s  at  Volc a no House inc lude 
delicious homemade soups that people 
pop in off the street to enjoy and a special 
salmon lunch. Watching the films earlier 
in the day so you can follow them with 
lunch, leaves time free for a full afternoon 
and evening of other activities, so a visit 
here can be part of a whole day programme 
that includes other adventures, such as a 
whale watching trip from the old harbour 
across the road, for instance.

Free Geology Display
As you sip your latte or tea, look around at the 
display cases. A closer check reveals the beauty 
of the land - its rocks and crystals. After the 
eruptions, there’s an endless supply of volcanic 
rock to take home with you and, among the 
videos of eruptions and Icelandic life, you’ll 
find bottles of ash and even a volcano cake 
recipe that will be a real hit back home! 

A visit to the Volcano House is also perfect 
for when you have an hour or two on your 
hands and would like to do something 
different, with a dash of excitement added 
to it but don’t want to travel. Situated right 
downtown by the old harbour, it’s open from 
9am to 11pm daily and, in early 2012, you will 
feel what it’s like to be in an earthquake with a 
new simulator to shake you up!

–asf–asf
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Skólavörðustígur 19 • 101 Reykjavík

+354 552 1890
handknit@handknit.is

www.handknit.is

Handprjónasamband

Tryggvagata 11 • 101 Reykjavik

+354 555 1900
info@volcanohouse.is

www.volcanohouse.is

Volcano House
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A Gourmet Experience
steaks and style at argentína steakhouse
I celand is a land of secrets, waiting 

to be discovered. For those who love 
good food, wines and spirits, the only 
give-away is a f lag hanging above two 
gates on a side-street just off Laugavegur’s 
shopping street. Here, at the end of a dark 
hallway is a large wooden door with an 
ornate handle that opens into one of the 
most popular and respected restaurants in 
Iceland. Popular, that is, with people in 
the know. This hidden epicurean jewel has 
been sought out by visitors from all over 
the world for the past 22 years!

Argentína Steakhouse won the coveted 
‘Restaurant of the Year’ award in 2000 with 
good reason. You are not just offered a meal, 
as this is not an ‘eat-and-run restaurant’ but 
an evening’s gourmet experience. No matter 
what your choice from the menu, you are 
guaranteed a meal to remember for its 
presentation, flavour, texture and originality.

However, the meal is the culmination of 
that experience. Before anything touches 
your taste buds, your other senses are 
immersed in the rich leather and wood, 
the intimate lighting and atmosphere 

of the rustic, Argentinean-style decor, 
the music and the tantalising aromas. 
Enjoying a drink from the large selection 
of f ine wines and spirits stocked at the 
bar in front of the f ire crackling in the 
hearth, relaxing in the comfortable chairs 
of one of the lounges, provides the perfect 
ambiance to the start of your evening. 

Steaks are the hallmark of Argentína’s 
cuisine. Icelandic beef is untouched by 
drugs, additives or steroids. They have been 
genetically unaltered over the 1,000 years 
since the f irst settlers. Allowed to grow 
slowly, they have developed just the right 
amount of fat necessary for the meat to 
grill perfectly and the muscles are finer, so 
the steak is succulent and tender. Icelandic 
lamb is renowned for its unspoilt, natural 
growth as they roam unrestrained in the 
mountain wilderness pastures, also free 
from additives or hormones, colouring 
or enhancers – and that shows in it s 
tenderness and taste! Also on the menu 
i s a wide range of ca refu l ly se lec ted 
fresh seafood, shellf ish and lobster, to 
provide a choice for every palate.

Char grilled to perfection, the steaks are 
complemented by the red and white wine 
selection from all the major countries and 
regions, or Champagne and sparkling wines, all 
served by attentive waiters and waitresses. The 
desert menu complements the main meal with its 
range of both Icelandic and international choices. 

There is no incentive to rush out once you 
have finished your meal. There are plenty of 
comfortable couches and chairs in which to 
relax and enjoy an after-dinner glass of quality 
cognac, whiskey, port or liqueurs. Argentína 
is also the most popular venue to buy cigars, 
though the restaurant is now a smoke-free area.

Although the restaurant can seat up to 
120 guests, including two banquet rooms 
that seat up to 16 and 20 guests respectively, 
Fridays and Saturdays should be booked in 
advance. It is open Sunday-Thursday from 
6 pm to midnight and on Friday-Saturday 
from 5:30 pm to 1 am. (The kitchen closes 
90 mins. before closing time.)

–asf

Barónsstígur 11 A • 101 Reykjavík

+354 551 9555

salur@argentina.is

www.argentina.is

Argentína
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A Classical Restaurant
Einar Ben stays true to Icelandic cuisine

In the highly competitive restaurant scene 
in Reykjavik, new, trendy places come 

and go on a monthly basis, whereas a select 
few have found their way into the Icelandic 
psyche and have been able to maintain the 
delicate mixture of class, comfort and top-
class food that keeps customers coming 
back. Einar Ben is one of those select few.

Professional Yet Friendly
Upon entering the elegant hall on the 
second f loor of a century-old gentry’s 
townhouse, it is easy to see why Einar 
Ben has become a staple in Reykjavik ’s 
restaurant scene – it is completely free 
of pretense and excess whilst, of course, 
offering some of the best dishes in town.

The f irst thing you’ l l notice is the 
professional, yet friendly, staff who take 
pride in catering to their v isitors, a s 
opposed to rushing in and out as many 
paying customers as possible in one night. 
The interiors are elegantly decorated, 
honouring the building’s rich history and 
when walking around the restaurant, you 
get the feeling you’re entering different 

rooms of a home, instead of bare and 
minimalistic dining halls. In fact, the 
restaurant is located in the former home 
of one of Iceland’s greatest heroes, after 
which it is named – Einar Ben, a poet 
and a pioneer who personified the dreams 
and ambit ions Icelanders had in the 
beginning of the 20th century.

Classic Dishes With a Twist
A l l  of  th i s  i s ,  of  course ,  a  plea sant 
addition to what matters the most – the 
food. Philip Harrison, the English chef of 
Einar Ben, takes great pride in only using 
the freshest Icelandic materials, whenever 
possible and indeed when Ice land ic 
Times dropped by Einar Ben’s on a cosy 
Sunday evening, a new delivery of game 
reindeer had just arrived in Reykjavik. 

“Our dishes are based on the classics – 
the fish and the lamb. We’re proud of our 
menu and have no interest in following 
trends, which would ultimately compromise 
what Einar Ben stands for. The menu’s 
subtitle of ‘pure Icelandic’ refers to the 
ingredients, whereas the dishes are also 

based on French and Danish traditions. 
We pride ourselves on healthy portions 
and hearty sauces”, says owner Jóhann.

For starters, we were treated to a delicious 
langoustine & pumpkin soup, which set 
the mood for what was to come. The Arctic 
char served with a celeriac pureé, mashed 
potatoes and spinach proved that Jóhann’s 
claims of Einar Ben’s seafood expertise 
were not exaggerated – truly exquisite. The 
lamb loin served with crushed potatoes and 
parsnip pureé was cooked to perfection and 
shows what Jóhann means when he talks 
about the Icelandic lamb being the best in 
the world when cooked correctly. The skyr 
and ice cream desserts are not to be missed: 
true delicacies made with unique Icelandic 
ingredients, including freshly picked 
blueberries and rhubarb. 

Unwind at the Red Bar
The ‘red bar’ on the top f loor is ideal for 
following a top class meal with a drink in 
a tranquil atmosphere. Those looking for a 
place to start a night of clubbing would be 
well advised to check out the red bar as well.

Live the Viking Life
Dine and Enjoy the Entertainment at the Viking Tavern

W elcome to the Land of the Vikings! 
You may not see their long boats 

in the harbour today, but there’s one in 
Vikingakráin’s restaurant. With their love 
of food and drink, is it any wonder that it 
has been converted to the bar for this most 
Viking of restaurants, set in the loft of one of 
the old buildings in the centre of Reykjavik.

As you walk through the entrance gate 
in the high wooden stockade, you will be 

greeted by the Viking market where you can 
see and buy handicrafts made by the artisans 
of today, based on the styles of the past.

Every night, diners wil l be rega led 
by entertainment, just as the Vikings 
of old were entertained by actors, poets 
or storytellers. Here, you can eat as it is 
believed the Vikings of old ate, enjoy their 
drinks while sitting at massive wood tables, 
surrounded by the life of the Vikings. Give 

them a call to book your dinner, as this is 
a popular venue. It’s the way to be totally 
immersed in the life and culture of the 
Vikings - and it will doubtless give you a few 
surprises and something to tell people when 
you get home. After all, how many people 
encounter Vikings and live to tell the tale?

The Happiest Pub in Town
Drink and Dine at the Dubliner
Where do a ll the Irish go? To the 

most genuine Irish pub outside 
the Emera ld I s le  where d r ink f lows 
like the conversation, oiled by the live 
ba nd s pl ay ing to ma ke e ver y  n ight 
memorable, fun and full of life.

If you’ve ever been to Reykjavik, you’ll 
know that the Dubliner is easy to f ind. 
Just ask any local. The only thing is, it isn’t 
there any more! Is that an Irish riddle or 
what? No, it’s just moved to a larger and 

more spacious place right across the road 
with a bigger bar. The beer’s the same and 
the music is just as powerful and the food 
fills you full just as fast. This is the bar that 
has earned its reputation. The Celts know 
how to party and enjoy themselves. So, if 
you like beer, Irish music and humour and 
to mingle with Celts from all over, you 
just can’t beat the Dubliner!

Naturally, it’s open every day, way into the 
night. After all, there are taxis to take you 

home after a night of living life to the full, 
happy and content. What more could you 
ask for? Jazz and Blues? They’re downstairs 
- and those nice Irish chappies will even let 
you take your drinks and food down there.
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Hafnarstræti 1 • 101 Reykjavík

+354 551 1717
vikingakrain@vikingakrain.is

www. vikingakrain.is

Hafnarstræti 1-3 • 101 Reykjavík

+354 527 3232
joidub@gmail.com

www.dubliner.is

Dubliner

Víkingakráin

Veltusundi 1  •  101 Reykjavik

+354 511 5090
einarben@einarben.is

www.einarben.is

Einar Ben

–asf
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A Fresh Look at Food
The Chef of the Year has opened his own restaurant—sjávargrillið

The Icelandic restaurant scene is quite the 
competitive business, so it may come as 

a surprise to some to hear about a chef in his 
20’s opening a new restaurant in downtown 
Reykjavik. Sjávargrillið, on Skólavörðustígur, 
is the brainchild of Gústav Axel Gunnlaugsson, 
who received the top honour of being named 
the Icelandic Chef of the Year in 2010, the 
youngest ever to do so, at the age of 23.

Despite his young age, Gústav, has 
cooked for many of the most esteemed 
seafood restaurants in Iceland and in 
London. In fact, he has recently competed 
for the honour of being the Nordic Chef of 
the Year in 2011. 

Gústav has now decided to use his 
experience, education and his undisputed 
talent in his own brand new restaurant, 
named Sjávargrillið, or the Sea Grill.

As you might expect, Gústav is most 
comfortable working with fresh products 
from the sea, as he was born and raised 
in the small seaside town of Húsavík in 
the north of Iceland. “The brilliance of 
working with seafood here in Iceland is 
that we really have the best and freshest 
mater ia l s  ava i lable .  We l itera l ly get 
the f i sh d irect ly f rom the f i shermen 
themselves,” he says. 

When deciding on the new menu and 
theme for Sjávargrillið, Gústav scoured 
the country for inspiration, looking for 
the taste and essence of Iceland. As a result 
you’ll see the cosy interiors made from 
driftwood collected from Icelandic shores 
and some innovative use of scrap iron from 
abandoned f ish processing plants. For 
the menu, Gústav utilises as many of the 

Icelandic seasonal products as are available, 
including various wild and tasty plants 
which can survive the harsh arctic climate.

As the name implies, it is the grill that 
is Gústav’s favourite method of cooking 
and you wil l f ind that the Gril l Feast 
Menus, with f ish, meat or lobster, are 
a l ready becoming the most popu la r 
dishes. The feasts are served on gri l ls 
which Gústav had specia l ly made for 
the restaurant and of fer a three-mea l 
overview of Gústav’s talents.

During lunch hour, Sjávargrillið offers 
the ‘Fish of the Day’ course, which is 
selected each day from the finest fish the 
day’s catch can offer. 

Sjávargrillið is located on the lively 
Skólavörðustígur, running down from 
the cathedral and on sunny days, it is the 
optimal location to enjoy a light seafood 
dish or coffee outside, while gazing at the 
bustling street life of Reykjavik.

Skólavörðustígur 14 • 101 Reykjavík

+354 571 1100
info@sjavargrillid.is

www.sjavargrillid.is

Sjávargrillið –Vag
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H a fnarhús (The Harbour House) 
downtown was built 1932-39. It 

consists of six ga l leries on two f loors 
and is dedicated to contemporary art. 
There  a re  t wo ex h ibit ions  on show 
at  Ha fna rhú s  t h i s  s e a son.  T he one 
showcasing works by the Parish-based 
celebrity pop artist Erró who donated 
a  hu ge  pa r t  o f  h i s  l i f e work  to  t he 
Reykjavik Art Museum. The other is 
a temporary exhibition of the works of 
the Spanish-born artist Santiago Sierra 
which is on until 15 April. A visit to the Reykjavík Art Museum is a must for every art-

lover. It is the largest museum in Iceland and displays both 
modern and contemporary art, paintings, sculptures and works 
in different media by local and international artists.

The museum is located in three buildings; Hafnarhús, 
Ásmundarsafn and Kjarvalstaðir and can all be visited in 
one day by foot or by bus. The entrance ticket is valid on 
the same day to all the museums. 

Besides interesting exhibitions  the museum boosts of shops 
with a wide selection of  Icelandic design products, art books, 
exhibition catalogues, postcards as well as casts of sculptures 
designed by the local sculptor Sveinsson. Hafnarhús and 
Kjarvalstaðir both ffer a coffee shops serving light lunch with 
great view and vivid atmosphere.

Art Museum
great Exhibitions in Three Locations

Hafnarhús Ásmundarsafn Kjarvalstaðir

Reykjavík

Erró – Drawings and Posters
Pop-artist Erró (1932- ) is probably the 
best known Icelandic artist abroad. In 
1989 Erró donated a la rge col lect ion 

of  h i s  work s  to  t he  Re yk jav i k  A r t 
Museum. Among these were paintings, 
watercolours, graphic works, sculptures, 

collages and other works of art that span 
the whole artistic career of Erró, all the 
way back to his childhood. 

The Erró collection now consists of 
more than 4000 art works and is exhibited 
at Hafnarhús all year round in various 
themed exhibitions.

Currently there are two exhibitions  by 
the artist on show, the one showcasing  
20 0 of  h i s  d raw ing s  a nd t he  ot her 
one 50 posters. The oldest date back 
to 1944 and the latest is from present 
time. Erró’s exhibitions are organized in 
a close cooperation with the artist and 
are based on works from both the artist’s 
private collection and the collection of 
Reykjavík Art Museum. 

Santiago Sierra
Sierra is best known for his sometimes 
shocking documentaries and videos. Sierra 
has been accused of abusing the miserable 
situat ion of le ss for tunate people by 
paying them for participating in his works 
with forms of compensation that many 
consider extremely problematic. Sierra‘s 
intention, however, is not to shock, but 

to shed light on the general public‘s ideas 
on inequality and the unfair distribution 
of wealth within the society. 

Sierra’s exhibit ion at Hafnarhús i s 
the artist’s f irst international exhibition 

consisting entirely of his documentaries 
and videos, 51 in tota l. Sierra’s works 
a re both provocat ive and radica l and 
truly challenge the audience’s sense of 
propriety. 

Erró

Erró
Tryggvagötu 17 • 101 Reykjavík

+354 590 1200
artmuseum@reykjavik.is

www.artmuseum.is

Hafnarhús –sV

Santiago SierraSantiago Sierra

Santiago Sierra

Hafnarhúsið
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Architecture and Landscape
Snøhetta – Architecture, Landscape and 
Interior Exhibition is a lso on unti l 4 
March. It showcases the internationally 
recognised a rch itec ture of the f i rm 
Snøhetta from Norway. The firm has won 
two open international competitions: The 
new Alexandria Library in Egypt and 
Oslo’s new Opera House in Norway, both 
landmarks in their respective countries.

The exhibition pays homage to the 20 
year anniversary of Snøhetta and was first 

displayed at Oslo’s new National Museum 
in 2009. The current exhibition includes 
the highlights from that show.

Tàpies – Image, Body, Pathos
The exhibit ion Image, Body, Pathos 
star ts 17th March and runs unti l 20th 
May. It includes paintings from more 
than seven decades of the impressive 
creative oeuvre of Catalan artist Antoni 
Tàpie s .  Tàpie s ,  born  i n  Ba rc e lona 
in 1923, had a d ist inct inf luence on 

European painting in the second half of 
the 20th century. The exhibition gives 
visitors an up-to-date view of the artist’s 
astounding, lifelong productivity. 

The Ásmundur Sveinsson Sculpture 
Museum was formally opened in 

1983. The museum i s in the former 
home and studio of sculptor Sveinsson 
(1893-1982). Sveinsson was one of the 
pioneer sculptors in Iceland who was 
inspired by the Icelandic nature and 
literature as well as the Icelandic people. 

Sveinsson, for the most part, designed 
and built the house himself. His design 
was inf luenced by shapes and forms of 
Egyptian pyramids and round dwellings 
found in the Mediter ranean reg ion. 
The building dates back to 1942-1950, 
and shows rotating exhibit ions of the 

magnif icent three-dimensiona l works 
and drawings by Sveinsson. 

A publ ic  pa rk  w it h  nea r ly  t h i r t y 
la rge si ze scu lptures made of bronze 
and concrete surrounds the bui lding. 
The pa rk i s a lways open and there’s 
no ent ra nce fee .  The museum i s  in 

the eastern part of Reykjavík near the 
Hilton Hotel, Grand Hotel, Reykjavík ’s 
l a r g e s t  p u b l i c  s w i m m i n g  p o o l  - 
Laugarda lslaug, the National footba ll 
s t a d iu m,  t he  R e y k j av í k  B ot a n i c a l 
Garden and The Family & Zoo Park.

Opening times 
in winter until end of April:

hafnarhús – tryggvagata 17, 101 reykjavík. 
Open daily 10-17. Thursdays 10-20.

kjarvalsstaðir – Flókagata, 105 reykjavík. 
Open daily 10-17.

Ásmundarsafn – Sigtún, 105 reykjavík. 
Open daily Oct-Apr. 13-17 / From May 

2012 daily 10-17.

The Museum is named after and dedicated 
to Iceland’s most beloved painter 

Jóhannes S. Kjarval (1885-1972). Opened 
in 1973, it was the first museum in Iceland 
ever to be made specifically for visual art 
exhibitions. The museum honours Kjarval 
with a permanent exhibition of its collection 
of paintings and drawings by the artist.

Kjarval was a living legend, a romantic 
bohemian. His roots lay in the old Icelandic 
rural community, but his life and art are 
tightly bound to the cultural awakening of 
the nation in the first half of the 20th century.

Before his death Kjarval donated a large 
collection of his work to the city of Reykjavík. 
The current collection consists of more than 
3,000 works. The museum is a ten minute 
walk east from Reykjavík ’s landmark 
Hallgrímskirkja Memorial Church.

Karen Agnete
‘My Dreamland in the North’ is 
the title of a temporary exhibition 
of the works of the Danish-born 
artist, Karen Agnete Þórarinsson 
(1903-1992). In 1928, Karen Agnete 
married her Icelandic classmate at the 
Danish Art Academy, painter Sveinn 
Þórarinsson (1899-1977). With a new-
born son, the young couple set up a 
home in the eastern part of Iceland. 

Karen Agnete was fascinated 
by Iceland and Icelanders, and 
for six decades she painted and 
exhibited her works. This exhibition 
highlights the types of paintings she 
concentrated on, portraits, moods 
of nature, flowers and still life. The 
exhibition remains until 4th March. karen Agnete karen Agnete
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ÁsmundarsafnKjarvalsstaðir

kjarval

Ásmundur Sveinsson

Ásmundur Sveinsson

Ásmundur Sveinsson

Ásmundur Sveinsson

kjarval

Flókagötu 24 • 105 Reykjavík

+354 517 1290
artmuseum@reykjavik.is

www.artmuseum.is

Kjarvalsstaðir

Sigtúni • 105 Reykjavík

+354 553 2155
artmuseum@reykjavik.is

www.artmuseum.is

Ásmundarsafn
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I t is always a special experience to visit a 
new country and to see its sights and enjoy 

all that makes it different from one’s own. Its 
culture, its people, the beauty of its landscape 
and its man-made creations. 

However, its true wealth lies in what has 
made it what it is today as each generation has 
added their own contribution to the country’s 
heritage. What you see in today’s society is 
the result of all its previous generations and 
is what makes it truly unique.

The National Museum of Iceland is located 
next to the University of Iceland and holds a 
sample of the lives previous generations have 
left. Here is where you will gain so much 
greater insight of what makes Iceland today 
and the value attached to each individual’s life.

A Young Nation with a Mature History
‘The Making of a Nation’ is the museum’s 
permanent exhibit ion, displaying the 
heritage and history of the Icelandic 

people and country, from the early days of 
the Settlement right through to modern 
times. It offers a fascinating perspective 
on many a spect s of l i fe and societ y 
throughout Iceland’s short history. 

Being the last European country to be 
populated, Iceland doesn’t have the relics 
of the Romans, the architecture of the 
Greeks or the dynasties of China. What it 
possesses is a unique mingling of two very 
diverse cultures, living under incredibly 
difficult conditions and the powerful story 
of their struggles and overcoming great 
adversity to become the independent nation 
Iceland is today, with its rich culture. Many 
people find its cultural diversity absolutely 
incredible for a population so small.

Travel Through Time
The exhibition is conceived as a journey 
through time, beginning with an example 
of one of the ships in which early settlers 

crossed the unpredictable ocean with the 
most rudimentary of instrumentation from 
their Viking homeland to the high-tech 
airport of today, handling many thousands 
of travellers. Using about 2,000 objects and 
1,000 photographs, this is the next best 
thing to personal time travel.

When visiting the museum, you can opt 
to take one of four themed routes through 
the exhibition: Work and the Way of Life; 
Homes and Settlement Patterns; Arts and 
Crafts; Social Culture and Language.

To enrich your experience, there are 
multimedia presentations that allow you to gain 
greater insight and active involvement in a more 
immersive experience. Likewise, there are two 
rooms that are especially popular with families 
on the second floor which are dedicated to 
hands-on experiences. Dress like a Viking; have a 
mock sword fight; try out some of the puzzles and 
games—and come away with a new perspective 
on the country through the best medium: fun!

Craftsmen Before the Age of Plastics
Between the two cultures, the Celts, with 
their writing and the Vikings with their 
craftsmanship, a rich tapestry of life has 
been handed down to us today.

Temporary exhibitions add an additional 
perspective on Iceland’s heritage, with 
thousands of photographs showing life over 
the last century. For example, there is an 
exhibit containing a range of ornamentally-
carved drinking horns. Your imagination 
can take you back to see the care and skill of 
the craftsman at work, transforming these 
bovine horns into objects of art—practical 
drinking goblets that have disappeared from 
modern mass-produced plastic society. 

History is for Children
Mu seu ms c a n ma ke  a  ve r y  spec i a l 
contribution to a child ’s development. 
Recognising that, museum educators 
make presentations for schoolchildren 

from a young age all the way up to university 
students, with each presentation being both 
geared to their age and maturity level and 
the national curriculum. 

Children visiting with their parents can 
enjoy the quizzes and hand-outs the teachers 
have made—as well as having fun dressing 
up and re-enacting lives of the past.

 This is the way to learn history—
hands on and seeing it f irst hand. The 
multimedia presentations build on the 
displays to provide adults and children 
a l i ke  w it h  a  f a s c ina t ing ,  eng a g ing 
experience that educates without you 
even knowing it!

Stay for a Day in Time
You can choose how long and how much you 
want to get into the details of the exhibition 
but even a cursory look will take some time. 
For those wanting an in-depth view, you will 
undoubtedly want to stay longer. 

The museum offers refreshments and a 
shop so you can continue your time travelling. 
Iceland values it’s historical narrative highly 
and the National Museum is but the first step 
in a journey that will take you around the 
country. It provides a foundation that puts 
everything else in context.

The National Museum Holds the Nation’s Wealth

Treasuresand Riches
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+354 530 2200
thjodminjasafn@thjodminjasafn.is

www.thjodminjasafn.is

Þjóðminjasafn Íslands
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The Best of Icelandic Design
Unique Works to Take Home from Kraum

S ituated in Reykjavik ’s oldest house, 
first built to be a clothing factory in the 

18th century, Kraum continues the spirit of 
innovation and design, making creations 
available to the world from the hands of 
almost 300 designers.

The old house was desperately in need 
of renovation and, between 2005–6, it 
was not only renovated but expanded in 
an attractive, unobtrusive style, before 
being offered to a group of 30 designers 
who opened a one-stop shop for designer 
items in 2007. 

T he  ide a  qu ick ly  c au g ht  on a nd 
more designers in different f ields began 
presenting their work. From clothing and 
jewellery, the range expanded to include 
ceramics, glass, wood, meta l, leather, 
card and creations from fish skin.

Kraum has not stood st i l l  but ha s 
recently opened a chocolate boutique 
with the chocolatier, Haf liði Ragnarsson; 
an organic cosmetic range, made from 
Icelandic herbs and a new range of foods: 
jams, salts and herbal teas, again from 
locally-produced herbs.

The shop has become a mecca for lovers 
of unique ideas and designs of all kinds. The 
amazing range of individual clothing for 
men, women and children for all occasions 
is matched by jewellery from highly-skilled 
goldsmiths. Lights–some made from 
ceramic, wool, felt or fish skin and designer 
tables, chairs and stools make very special 
adornments to a home. Cards for many 
different occasions, both hand-crafted and 
artist-created, supplement gifts, such as 
ornate bookmarks, glass and ceramic plates 
and bowls and accessories in a variety of 
unusual materials.

In keeping with the spirit of Skúli 
Magnússon, the man who, as the Treasurer 
of the Danish Crown, founded the original 
factory, Kraum continues to innovate and 
bring in new ideas and designs. As a result, 
the range of products today goes far beyond 
Skúli’s bold advances in his time, with a 
standard and quality he would be amazed 
with, were he here today.

The newest event Kraum is taking part in 
is ‘Design March’ – marching forward with 
innovative ideas organised by the Icelandic 

Design Centre. The event will actually be 
taking place in the month of March and 
brings together five young designers, who 
will be asked to take an old object from 
the past, march it forward to the present, 
turning it into a contemporary work of 
design. In the next edition of the ‘Icelandic 
Times’, we shall reveal the object and the 
five creations these young designers come up 
with. This will be an exciting project!

Men Who Made Iceland
skúli Magnússon

There are a number of people who 
had a great influence on the nation 

through their lives and work.
In the 1700’s, Iceland was under Danish rule. 

They held a trading monopoly and the merchants 
were often corrupt, whilst the communities were 
small and wielded little economic power.

Skú l i Magnússon (1711-1794) was 
born in the remote village of Keldunes in 
North-East Iceland. His family moved to 
Húsavík, where his father was a priest. 

As a teenager, he worked in a Danish 
merchant’s company, learning the way business 
was conducted. The merchant told him to 

“Weigh it right” - meaning to cheat the poor 
customers. This made him very angry and he 
swore to use his life to replace the dishonest 
merchants and set up a trading system to 
improve the living standards of the people. 

In 1732-34, he studied at Copenhagen 
university, though he didn’t gain his degree. 
Instead, he took a position in South Iceland 
as the county magistrate before moving 3 
years later to Skagafjörður in the north.

In the first year in his new position, a Dutch 
trading ship foundered in the fjörd. Skúli, on 
discovering the sailors illegally trading with 
the local people, seized their ship and its cargo 
which he used to build the village of Akrar. 
He also procured new type for the printer, 
enabling the printshop to run the year round.

His vision was to use his wealth and 
power to destroy the corrupt system and 
strengthen the country. In Skagafjörður, 
he sued one of the monopolistic merchants 
for selling poor iron and mouldy f lour 
and for selling over the maximum price 
a llowed. He won the case and became 
very popular with the people.

He was known as ‘Skúli fógeti’ as he was the 
king of Denmark’s representative and when 
the country’s Danish Governor was dismissed 
in 1749 for drunkeness and bankrupcy, Skúli 
was appointed to his position—the first 
Icelander to become Governor. 

He moved south to Bessa staðir in 
1750 a nd e s t abl i shed a commerc ia l 
enterprise in competition with the Danes 
which would make enhancements and 

inventions in agriculture and industry. 
Wit h i n  6  mont h s ,  he  r e c e i ved  t he 
Danish king’s approval.

He became known a s ‘The Father 
of Reykjav ík ’  and wa s the on ly one 
bringing news and information to the 
country. Reykjavik was little more than 
a smattering of houses, farms and fields 
at this time. 

Skúli built simple factories, focussing 
on  a g r i c u l t u r a l  m a c h i ne r y,  su l f u r 
proce s s ing ,  a  wool  weav ing c ent re , 
dyeing ,  rope-ma k ing ,  leather work, 
shipbui lding and f ishing. He wanted 
Icelanders to use decked boats so they 
could f ish in deeper seas, increase their 
catches with less risk to life than the open 
rowing boats used at the time. 

The on ly bu i ld ing f rom that t ime 
s t i l l  s t a nd i ng  i s  A ð a l s t r æ t i  10 ,  i n 
Reykjavík ’s centre, which operated as 
a factory until 1803. 

It then became a private residence 
where some of Iceland’s most prominent 
c it i z ens have s t ayed ,  inc lud ing Jón 
Sigurðsson, the leader of the 19th century 
Ic e l a nd ic  independence movement . 
A round 20 0 0,  t he conser vat ion i s t s 
renovating it wanted a business ref lecting 
Skúli’s spirit of innovation and design to 
use it. Kraum was the company chosen.

Skúli set up a farm on Viðey island and 
built Viðeyarstofa as his off icial house 
between 1753-55. He worked tirelessly 
before f inally retiring in 1793. He died 
the following year.

In 1954 a statue of Skúli Magnusson was 
erected to commemorate the centenary of 
free trade in Iceland. 

–asf
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Aðalstræti 10 • 101 Reykjavík 

+354 517 7797
kraum@kraum.is

www.kraum.is

Kraum
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H a fnar f jörður harbour town has 
26,000 of f icia l inhabitants and 

countless “hidden people” who have made 
their home on a lava field 7,300 years old. 
Hafnarf jörður has much to offer local 
and foreign visitors a ll year. Krýsuvík 
geothermal area draws 100,000 visitors 
annually; Íshestar offer fun horse riding 
tours through the lava f ield. For those 
interested in culture, history, food and 
shopping there’s an arts museum and 
folk museum, the Viking Village, and 
Fjörðurinn Shopping Centre.

Harbour Town
Directly translated, the name Hafnarfjörður 
means ‘Harbour Fjord’, so named because of 
its natural harbour, surrounded by lava fields. 
The natural harbour conditions attracted 
foreign merchants from England in the 15th 
century; later German traders who drove 
out the English, and finally the Danes who 
imposed a trade monopoly in Iceland in 1602. 

Capital of Elves
Hafnar f jörður i s  famous for hav ing 
one of Iceland’s largest sett lements of 
Huldufólk (Hidden People). ‘Huldufólk’ 
is the collective word for elves, dwarfs and 
other mystica l beings. Much evidence 
supports the belief in the hidden people, 
such as stories about machines breaking 

down or their operators getting hurt while 
attempting to clear the way for a new road. 
Join a fun and informative guide on a walk 
to learn about their ways and habits. 

Town Festivals
Hafnarfjörður’s three best known festivals 
include Bjartir dagar (Bright Days) 31 May- 
3 June 2012,  Annual Seamen’s Day 3 June in 2012, The Viking Festival 14 June - 17 

June 2012, and Jólaþorpið (The Christmas 
Market), open from the beginning of 
December until Christmas. Please visit 
Hafnarfjörður’s website for details. 

Free Admission to Museums
There are two museums in Hafnarfjörður, 
namely Hafnarborg – Culture and Fine Arts 
Museum, and Hafnarfjörður Folk Museum.  
The Folk Museum inc ludes va r ious 
buildings in town, such as the Pakkhúsið 
(Storage house), Merchant Sívertsen’s House 

and Siggubær (Sigga’s Cottage). The main 
exhibition is in Pakkhúsið. Siggubær is an 
old, small but quaint farmhouse built in 
the lava field. It is a fine example of a house 
belonging to common people. Entrance to 
both museums is absolutely free. 

Hafnarfjörður is only 15 minute drive from 
Reykjavik. a frequent, convenient, reliable 
and inexpensive bus service is available. 
Look for bus route number s-1.

hafnarborg – Culture and Fine Arts Museum
is open every day 12-17, and Thursdays until 
21. Closed Tuesdays. 

the Folk Museum 
is open week-ends 11-17 in winter, and daily 
11-17 in June, July and august. groups are 
welcome outside published opening times.

–sV

the Town in the Lava
Hafnarfjörður
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+354 585 5500
info@hanfarfjordur.is

www.visithafnarfjordur.is

Hafnarfjarðarbær
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The skil ls of the Viking craftsmen 
are legendary - as are their love for 

nature and life itself. Bring that Viking 
spirit down through the ages, through the 
different art periods, such as Baroque and 
Rococo and combine it with 21st century 
technology and you have Sign.

Looking as though he has stepped straight 
out of a Viking hall or longship, Ingi’s love 
for nature has inspired his creations - the 
creations of a goldsmith craftsman. His 
workshop, situated on Hafnarf jörður’s 
harbour quayside, shows his love for the art 
of the ages. The display cases from past and 
present are filled with his creations in silver, 
gold, white gold and palladium, lit by crystal 
chandeliers from the Golden Age.

Typical of Viking craftsmen, his workshop is 
a simple, massive table. What makes it different 
from his forbears are the modern tools used 
to form his creations. Every piece is carefully 
designed and beautifully formed.

Glaciers and ice caves, hot, flowing lava and 
cold, hard rock forms that you can see in the 

designs of his rings, Viking arm bands with 
wrought lattice work from the Baroque period, 
ornate jewellery from the Viking period that 
has been enhanced by Rococo styles, yet with 
a distinct 21st century feel to them, these 
are totally original concepts whose unique 
blending of natural form and dramatic style 
in the hands of a craftsman result in creations 
that enhance the beauty of man and woman 
alike. His range of crosses span the generations 
of styles to meet the needs of any occasion. 
Many of his necklaces are inspired by the 
volcanos that have made Iceland famous, such 
as Katla, Krafla and Hekla.

From the delicate tiara, to the necklace 
styles, armbands, bracelets and the ranges of 
rings, you feel you are wearing the essence of 
Iceland and the spirit of the Vikings. Styles 
range from the ornate to classically simple, yet 
all are original. Some have precious stones inset 
in the silver or gold whilst others are a blend of 
the precious metals themselves.

Ingi also does custom work for clients that 
results in a gift that is absolutely unique. 

Without doubt, each one will be a talking 
point that cannot fail to attract attention. 
Already sought after today, they will be even 
more treasured in future years.

Sign was founded in 2004 as a way for 
Ingi, who graduated in 1993, to express his 
art and share it with the world. His workshop 
is open to visitors and his creations are also 
found in a number of Iceland’s shops. 

First and last stop in Iceland
Keilir Hotel in the heart of Keflavik and Reykjanesbær

K eilir Hotel is a family business on 
Keflavik’s main street, within walking 

distance of all the best restaurants and pubs 
in the area. It’s the perfect place in which 
to stay when exploring Kef lavik or the 
Reykjanes Peninsula - which includes the 
world-famous Blue Lagoon, or when coming 
to or leaving the country. A minibus takes 
passengers to the Kef lavik International 
airport, which is just 5 minutes away.

Keflavik’s cinema and geothermal swimming 
pool are also within a short walking distance. 

The quaint coastal promenade with sculptures 
dedicated to local fishermen is nearby.

Keilir’s hosts are Bryndís Þorsteinsdóttir 
and Ragnar Jón Skúlason and their three 
sons, Þorsteinn, Ragnar and Styrmir. The 
family truly put their hearts into making 
people feel welcome, comfortable and 
satisfied during their stay.

Keilir Hotel has 40 rooms, half facing the 
Atlantic Ocean. The rooms have a beautiful 
view. Whales can sometimes be spotted in 
the water from its windows. Keilir’s larger 

rooms accommodate 3-6 persons. Rooms 
of this size are unusual in hotels in Iceland 
but are particularly popular with families. 
Rooms are equipped with free wireless 
Internet, television, telephone and mini-bar.

Kei l ir Hotel a lso has a conference/
meeting room and of f street parking. 
Bicycle rental is available.

Keilir Hotel is named after Mt. Keilir, 
the landmark 1000 ft. high cone-shaped 
volcanic plug south of the main road along 
the Reykjanes Peninsula between the 
International airport and Reykjavik. 

Memorable Kaffi Duus
fine Dining in Old Reykjanesbær

K affi Duus may have started life as the 
name implies, as a simple cafe, but 

make no mistake about it, Kaffi Duus has 
evolved into a full blown restaurant, that can 
seat up to 200 guests.The setting couldn’t be 
more picturesque–a lovely wooden building, 
in the post-card perfect location overlooking 
the deep blue waters of Faxaflói Bay.

The choices on the extensive menu include 
authentic Indian vegetable stews, hearty 
pasta dishes and of course a whole range of 

incredibly fresh fish, lobster and all manner 
of seafood dishes. But in case you are not a 
sea-food lover, there is a tempting dish called 
‘Grilled Trio of the House’—lamb fillet, beef 
tenderloin and pork tenderloin, served with 
grilled vegetables and a baked potato. Yum!

I wanted the chef to surprise me, so I let him 
choose. He regaled me with one of his specialties 
of the house, the Seafood Trio a la Duus, which 
has 3 types of fish, plus shrimp and lobster tails 
on a mound of fresh vegetable and salad, which 

arrived steaming hot, on a 
wooden plank. It was impressive and delicious, 
I must admit, and since I was quite hungry 
after a long day of exploring the Keflavik and 
the Reykjanes Penninsula, I had no trouble 
polishing the whole thing off.

Kaffi Duus, will undoubtedly fulfill your 
expectations for authentic Icelandic cuisine 
and more, in a charming seaside location, 
just 5 minutes from the airport.

Forged in Fire
Original Jewellery inspired by Icelandic nature

–EMV
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Hafnargata 37 • 230 Reykjanesbæ

+354 420 9800
info@hotelkeilir.is

www.hotelkeilir.is

Hótel Keilir

Fornbúðum 12 • 220 Hafnarfirði

+354 555 0800
sign@signsbysign.com

www.signsbysign.com

Sign 

Duusgötu 10  •  230 Reykjanesbæ

+354 421 7080
kaffiduus@simnet.is

www.duus.is

Kaffi Duus
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the settlement at Vínland, which is based upon 
extensive archaeological excavations that have 
been carried out at L’Anse aux Meadows. 

The Duushús Cultural Centre
Icelanders have been very adept over the last 
century in the re-purposing of buildings 
large and small. Almost every harbour town 
has its turn of the century houses which 
were often built by Danish or Norwegian 
merchants, and were used and re-used over 
and over in a variety of ways.

Reykjanesbær is no exception.The orginal 
Duushús was built by a Danish family named 

Duus in 1877 and was used as a kind of 
general store until the 1920’s. During the 70 
years between the mid 1920’s and the mid 
1990s the house was used for the salting and 
packing of cod. In 2000, Duushús underwent 
major refurbishing and is now known as The 
Duushús Cultural Centre—a collection 
of buildings that house the Reykjanes Art 
Museum, The Reykjanes Heritage Museum, 
The Reykjanes Maritime Museum, and a 
music hall all under one roof. 

The Reykjanes Maritime Museum houses 
the permanent exhibition of 110 hand-
crafted model ships that span a hundred 
and f if ty years of Icelandic maritime 
history. The highly detailed ships are all the 
creations of one man, Grímur Karlsson, a 
retired local skipper. 

The Reykjanes Heritage Museum houses 
a temporary exhibition entitled ‘Völlurinn’ 
which was the Icelandic name for the US 
Naval Air Station and NATO facility which 
was part of the landscape for 55 years from 
1950 to 2006. Reminiscent of a still-life 
painting or a freeze frame from life on the 

base in the 1970s, the exhibition captures 
the era perfectly, whatever your take on the 
politics of this controversial slice of history 
might be.The exhibition closes at the end of 
May or early June 2012 so be sure to pop in 
before it is history itself. 

The Reykjanes Art Museum of fers 
a variety exhibitions from artists from 
all over Iceland. Exhibits are changed 6 
times a year.

Step into Iceland’s Past
Unearthing the hidden jewels of Reykjanesbær on Reykjanes Penninsula

M any travellers are discovering this 
cosy harbour town with its growing 

number of amenities and attractions in 
close proximity to the airport, as well as a 
convenient place to begin and/or end one’s 
journey to Iceland. So, if you are ready 
to jump into your Icelandic adventure 
practically from the moment you step off the 
plane at Keflavik International Airport, then 
stick with me for a look at two of the hidden 
gems of the Reykjanesbær municipality—
the Vikingaheimar Museum and The 
Duushús Cultural Centre.

Sailing in the footsteps of Leifur Eriksson
This strik ing modern museum was 

designed by the award winning architect 
Guðmundur Jónsson and opened in 2009. 
The museum is home to the Íslendingar, an 
exact and full-size replica of the Viking ship 
Gokstad, which sits in all its glory behind the 
three storey windows of the main hall, looking 
out over the deep blue waters of Faxaf lói 
Bay. The Íslendingar is elevated on a raised 
platform enabling visitors to get a close look at 
the craftsmanship of this phenomenal vessel, 

which was built in 1996 by the shipwright 
Gunnar Marel Eggertsson. In conjunction 
with Iceland’s millennial celebration in the 
year 2000, the Íslendingur made the 4,200 
km journey from Reykjavik to New York, 
following the route Leifur Eriksson took on 
his epic journey to ‘Vinland’, now known as 
L’Anse aux Meadows, in Newfoundland.

Found within the museum are interesting 
exhibits donated by the Smithsonian 
Institution in Washington DC, together 

with recent finds from the 2009 and 2011 
archaeological excavations at Vogur, just 5 
km from the museum. Carbon dating has 
put preliminary dates of the site between 770 
and 880 AD or later, making this one of the 
oldest discoveries in Iceland.

It’s easy to get lost in the moment, letting 
the exhibition transport you back into Viking 
times, imagining the good, the bad and the 
ugly that was life over 1,000 years ago. In one 
corner, a life-size sculpted figure of Leifur 
Eriksson, appears to be caught mid-sentence, 
in the narration of an exciting story, while his 
seated companion listens with rapt attention. 
Along a wall, stands a small scaled model of 

–EMV

According to Wikipedia: 
L’Anse aux Meadows is the only known 
Norse site in North America outside of 
Greenland and represents the farthest 
known extent of European exploration and 
settlement of the New World before the 
voyages of Christopher Columbus almost 
500 years later. It was named a World 
Heritage site by UNESCO in 1978.

Get your bearings! 
In 2004, the towns of Keflavik and its 
neighbours Njarðvik and Hafnir, joined 
forces. They are now one municipality 
called Reykjanesbær, with a combined 
population of 14,000, making this 
the largest population centre on the 
Reykjannes Penninsula. 

Tjarnargötu 12 • 230 Reykjanesbæ 

+354 421 6700
reykjanesbaer@reykjanesbaer.is

www.reykjanesbaer.is

Reykjanesbær
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F requent  f lye r s  k now t he  rope s . 
They get through Passport Control 

and Customs and head to the Dut y 
Free stores. They need to think - a re 
they entit led to it or not? Then, laden 
with bags, they struggle to the plane, 
s hov i n g  t he i r  p r e c iou s  c a r g o  i nto 
already-stuffed overhead lockers. At the 
end of their f l ight, they lug the same 
bags down mi les of wa lkways, s ta i rs 
and escalators, before picking up their 
luggage and st rugg l ing to the ta x i s , 
coaches or t ra ins, hoping they don’t 
drop or break the bottles on the way.

Iceland - a Different Way
The Vik ings do things dif ferent ly. At 
the Internationa l A irport at Kef lavik, 
you w i l l  f ind a  r a re  oppor tun it y :  a 
Duty Free Store in the Arrivals section 
r ight  a t  t he  lug ga ge pick-up point , 
whe re  t he r e  a r e  t ro l l e y s  av a i l ab l e . 
Mere feet from the luggage carousels, 
p a s s e n g e r s  c a n  do  t he i r  s hopp i n g 
at  huge d i scount s  compa red to c it y 
prices, especia l ly on wines, spirits and 
tobacco products. Before their luggage 
arrives, they can have their shopping 
done and save a lot of money.

Don’t lug it with you - get it here
Opened in 1970, the Arrivals Duty Free 
Shop was an immediate success. In the 
airport expansion in 2008, it was expanded 
to accommodate a much larger range of 
International and Icelandic brands. The 
expansion provided the opportunity to offer 
a very good selection of products - often far 
better than other airports and even downtown. 

Today, it has the largest range of wines, 
spirits and beers in the country - larger, even, 
than many other countries airports - and 
includes the international award-winning 
Egils Gull. Cosmetics, confectionery, tobacco 

products, toys and electronic products 
- including DVD titles are all available 
at discounted prices, so it is an idea l 
opportunity to take advantage of the 
lower prices before starting your visit. 
Here you wil l f ind a l l the top brands 
at knock-down prices. Think of it as a 
holiday discount!

Icelanders don’t mind which country 
you’re coming f rom or going to: the 
Dut y Free d i scount appl ie s  equa l ly 
to a l l. You don’t need to worry about 
buy ing Icelandic currency f i r st - a l l 
major cards are accepted.

Go Home well stocked
Of course, most of the things you buy in the 
Arrivals Duty Free will probably be finished by 
the end of your visit and you will be looking 
for something special to remember your trip 
and for gifts to loved ones and children.

There is a large Duty Free Store in the 
Departures Lounge. Duty Free fashion 
clothing by Burberry and Boss and a special 
range of clothing by Icelandic designers, 
such as Kronn are on sale. In addition, 
there is a special store for those uniquely 
Icelandic items that make perfect gifts and 
souvenirs that is worth paying a visit. 

Unlike most other modern airports, 
the walk to the plane is short and trolleys 
can carry the load almost to the planes. 
Passengers from non-Schengen countries 
do not even have to walk to the Departure 
Lounge as there is a shop close to their 
planes with the same products and prices. 

Up to 50% off City Prices in the arrivals Duty free store

free duty
–asf

the icelandic way
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www.dutyfree.is

Duty Free
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The Grindavík Experience
The fishing town that lives life to the full

Since the Vikings first settled on this part 
of the Reykjanes peninsula, fishing has 

been in their blood. Life was tough, fishing 
was hard and it bred the kind of people who 
enjoy challenges and like to live life to the full.

It’s an area with so much to do–yet not 
many know a lot about it. Grindavík is home 
to the famous Blue Lagoon and the town 
itself is just 4 km further down the road. It’s 
only about 15 min. from the airport and 40 
min. from Reykjavik, yet it’s a different world.

From here, you can take a tour that will be 
an experience of a lifetime, enjoy a meal in a 
picturesque fish restaurant or, with so much 
to see and do, you might prefer a fast-food 
lunch and save the dinner until the evening. 
After a full day going around the area, you 
will doubtless realise, as so many have, that 
you need more time to explore all that the 
area has to offer. It’s a lot easier to stay than 
traipse back and forth from Reykjavik. 

Take a look at just a few of the options 
available to you to whet your appetite.

ATV Adventures 4x4
Whether you want a one-hour ride or a 
full-day excursion, as you take a quad 
bike out pa st sh ipwreck s and ru ins, 
up mounta ins and volc anos ,  acros s 
moonscape lava fields, your adrenalin will 
be pumping within minutes. 

These quad bikes take you off-road to 
places no tour bus driver would attempt. 
The v iews a re unforget table. This i s 
the youngest area of Iceland and the 
geology’s precocious behaviour makes for 
an exciting tour.

I f  y o u  w o u l d  r a t h e r  s o m e o n e 
exper ienced doe s the d r iv ing ,  AT V 
Adventures has a new 4x4 that resembles 
a car more than a quad bike. The thrill is 
just as intense, if not more so and you get 
to enjoy every detail of the trip.

Full, tough, weatherproof clothing, 
gloves and helmets are supplied. This is 
an extreme sport and you’ll appreciate 
the reassurance of good equipment-not 
just for riding but for any climbing you 
might want to do to get ‘that perfect 
photo’ or a sudden change in the weather.

Volcano Tours
If you want to see a lot in a day, but don’t 
want to rough it, Volcano Tours has a wide 
range of tours for small groups in luxury 
jeeps. This makes the tours much more 
personal - such as the Golden Circle and 
South Coast Tour that goes all the way 
down to the Sólheimarjökull glacial tongue.

The 6 hour trip in Reykjanes that takes in 
volcanos and caving, hot springs and the Blue 
Lagoon will leave you with tales to tell. At 
Flagghúsið, the Volcano Tour base, looking 
over the photos of the caves, with their glittering 
stalactites and stalagmites, will be enough to 
convince you. It ends with a relaxing bathe in the 
Blue Lagoon, whose warm, mineral-rich waters 
will soothe your muscles and cleanse your skin.

Aðalbraut Fast Food
You can’t miss the N1 petrol pumps on 
Grindavík’s main street. But before you rush 
off with your full tank, take a break, a meal 
and, perhaps, take some warm, handknitted, 

woollen clothing with you, made by the 
fishermen’s mothers, wives and sweethearts 
who know how to make strong, quality, 
warm clothing for their menfolk.

Fast and Fresh
Often, ‘fast food’ refers to food that has 
been sitting for hours for someone in 
a hurry to come along and grab it. Not 
so here. Fast, because it is made on the 
spot when you order, also refers to the 
speed you receive your order. Remember, 
this is a farming and f ishing town and 
the food is as fresh as it can be. There is 
a wide choice from traditional Icelandic 
‘mom’s meals’, burgers, f ish and chips, 
grill menus, sandwiches and boats, along 
with salads, drinks and ice cream. They 
can cater efficiently for groups of up to 60.

Salthúsið
The Salthúsið (Salt House) Restaurant is 
the first restaurant in Iceland specialising 
in codfish or baccalao which has been a 
celebrated ingredient in Mediterranean, 
African and Caribbean cuisine for many 
centuries. Salthusið’s á la carte menu features 
beautifully presented seafood that is fresh 
from the boats: whether it’s cod, haddock 
or catfish or even lobster- depending on the 
‘catch of the day’. Not a fish lover? The menu 
also features marinated fillet of lamb, beef 
tenderloin and BBQ ribs amongst others.

L inger  over  a  g l a s s  of  w ine f rom 
Sa lthusið ’s extensive wine l i s t whi le 
listening to the soft ambient music in 
front of the wood-burning stove in the 
dining room. Aside from the á la carte 
evening menu, there i s  more ca sua l 
fare for the lunch guests, a ca fé with 
free Internet access and a bar, which is 
popular with the locals on weekends.

The restaurant, spanning 2 f loors, is 
an classic venue for banquets, parties, 
conferences, workshops and reception 
dinners, accommodating a total of 200 
guests in 3 dining rooms, each with its own 
separate sound system, wireless Internet 
and an overhead projection system.

Borg Guesthouse
Once you have seen all there is to do just in this 
town and its environs alone, you’ll no doubt want 
to stay for awhile and enjoy the facilities and fun 
the town offers. Borg Guesthouse caters for 
individuals, couples, families and groups of up to 
16 people in a clean, modestly-priced homestay 
accommodation. You’ll find a full kitchen where 
you can cook your own meals, a laundry and a 
computer to go online. Breakfasts are provided 
on a self-service basis. Owners Björk and Magnús 
make this a comfortable home from which to 
launch out to explore the area.

Winter Jeep Tours
Personal Trips in comfort with salty Tours
When you travel to Iceland with a 

small group of friends, you may 
be tempted to simply rent a car and see 
the sights. To be frank, driving in Iceland 
in winter can be quite a challenge and, by 
driving yourselves, you will miss a lot. I 
know. Been there, done that–and in winter, 
that can spoil your holiday very quickly, let 
alone worrying about the driving or where 
to stop and eat or missing any of the sights.

Salty Tours has built up an impressive list 
of positive reviews on sites like TripAdvisor.

com for the simple reason that the owner, 
Þórsteinn, knows what he’s doing and he’s 
a mine of knowledge and interesting stories. 
His winter Jeep Tours cover a huge area and 
he knows it like the back of his hand. You 
can travel in the comfort of a Jeep and have 
a really personalised tour, tailored to your 
own interests and needs and see things you 
would not even know existed had you just 
driven around yourself.
All you need to do is give Þórsteinn an idea 
of what you would like to see and do, then 

leave the rest to him. I think you will be 
more than satisfied - almost overwhelmed 
by all you will be able to see and do in 
the space of one tour. Having a personal 
guide transforms your holiday and packs 
experience after experience in to it.

–asf
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Borgarhrauni 1 • 240 Grindavík

+354 820 5750
tgk@saltytours.is

www.saltytours.is

Salty Tours

Víkurbraut 62 • 240 Grindavík

+354 420 1100
grindavik@grindavik.is

www.grindavik-experience.is
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It’s Time To Enjoy Life
get away to a slow life and return refreshed from Munaðarnes

W inter in the West is a wonderful time. 
No more so than at Munaðarnes, 

the popular resort just outside the town of 
Borgarnes, less than 100 km from Reykjavik. 
Set in a beautiful valley, through which runs 
Iceland’s biggest salmon river, the resort is a 
haven of peace and tranquility, far from the 
madding crowd and traffic of modern cities.

It is a perfect location for conferences and 
seminars or for company get-aways. Groups 
of up to a hundred can be housed and fed in 
comfort. The resort consists of 56 lovely self-
contained cottages, each with their own grill 
and ‘hot pot’ or jacuzzi outside. 

Believe it or not, a hot pot outside in winter 
is absolutely wonderful! At night, you can sit 
with a drink, enjoy the company and, on many 

a night, be entertained by stunning displays 
of the famous Northern Lights as they dance 
across the skies above. I don’t think there could 
be a more effective de-stressing activity.

Slow Down
Here, life is not rushed, it is enjoyed. At 
the restaurant, Þór and Stefanía create 
succulent mea ls, using loca l ly grown 
produce and ingredients wherever possible, 
cooked using the ‘slow cooking’ method 
that gives them such flavour. Trout, salmon 
and Icelandic lamb are the restaurant’s 
specialities—along with a meat that is fast 
gaining popularity here: goat.

This is not a fast-food restaurant, where 
you grab your food and run. Here, you sit 
back and enjoy - not just the food, but the 
service and the whole ambience. 

It ’s  t he r apeut ic  v a lue  c a n not  be 
measured except in the relaxed and happy 
smiles and the spring in the step of those 
returning to their everyday lifes with 
renewed vigour and inspiration.

Drop In
The longer you can stay in such a resort, of 
course, the better but life must go on. That 
doesn’t mean that even a short visit cannot 
have a good effect on your mood and spirit. 
For many people, even dropping by for a lunch 
or dinner is very beneficial–especially so if you 
are facing a long drive or taxing work.

A businessman bringing a client here will 
no doubt find conversations and business go 
so much more smoothly in this environment. 

There is just something about this tranquil 
valley resort and restaurant that helps 
everything flow that much better.

This is why it is also a favourite place for 
families. The calming influence can make long 
drives so much more pleasant - all the more 
so, after a delicious meal. The children can 
burn off some of that pent-up energy in the 
playground before eating. 

Besides fu l l  lunches and d inners , 
Munaðarnes is a beautiful place to stop for a 
coffee and snack. The different seasons each 

North Iceland’s Winter Destination
a paradise for winter sports’ enthusiasts 

The town of Akureyri is situated in 
North-East Iceland in one of the longest 

fjords in the country and is surrounded by 
mountains reaching 1000-1500 m high. 
The Arctic Circle in only 100 km north of 
Akureyri but still the climate is mild, with 
summer temperatures up to 25°C and winter 
temperatures on average around 0˚C.

 Akureyri is a popular destination for 
short and long stays. The town itself has 
much to offer and many interesting and 

beautiful places are close by. A variety of 
activities can be found, e.g. whale watching 
safaris, river rafting, sailing, biking, horse 
riding and hiking.

 The area around Eyjafjördur Fjord is one of 
the best places in Iceland for cross-country and 
downhill skiing. The Ski Centre in Akureyri is 
situated on the slopes of Mt. Hlíðarfjall, a 10 
minute drive from the town centre.

The geothermal spa in Akureyri is one of 
the most popular in the country. It is open 

daily through all seasons, from early morning 
until evening. The pool area has two 25 
metre outdoor swimming pools heated with 
geothermal water, hot tubs, a Turkish bath, 
waterslides and a children’s pool.

 Akureyri is widely known as a cultural 
town and the centre for cultural life is in a 
street called Kaupvangsstræti, nicknamed 
Artists’ Alley. For a long time, there were 
extensive industrial operations there, which 
eventually moved elsewhere, freeing up a 
lot of housing that perceptive people saw 
was ideal for all kinds of arts activities. 
These include the Akureyri Art Museum, 
the Akureyri School of Visual Arts, and 
North Iceland artists’ studios, smaller 
galleries, restaurants, a café and large 
exhibition rooms.

 The Town of Akureyri has fostered some 
of Iceland’s most beloved writers. Their 
homes have been turned into museums. 
Other museums in town include a folk 
museum, av iat ion museum, old toys 
exhibition and the famous art museum.

–asf

Munaðarnesi • 311 Borgarnesi

+354 525 8440
munadarnes@munadarnes.is

www.munadarnes.is
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info@visitakureyri.is
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At the End of the World
Drink in the beauty of Tröllskagi with a stay at Hvanneyri guesthouse 

A s you drive north, you feel as if you 
are heading to the end of the World. 

But with the new tunnels now open, 
suddenly it doesn’t seem so far away. It’s 
so much more accessible. 

The landscape starts changing. Beautiful 
bays, dotted with farms nestled under 
mountain ranges, endless expanses of blue sea. 
Finally, a tunnel on the edge of the mountain. 

As you come out the other end of the 
tunnel, you are greeted by the breathtaking 
sight of one of the most beautiful fjords in 
the country and you could be forgiven for 
thinking you had found Shangri-La. 

A short drive down the mountain brings 
you to the fishing town of Siglufjörður, where 
fortunes were made fishing herring in the last 
century. The herring have all but gone now but 
the people have stayed–and it is easy to see why.

The town cl ings to the side of the 
mountain, a strong community with a 
unique heritage to share. I’ve been here 
on many different occasions and speak 
from personal experience. However, it’s 
not just the beauty of the surroundings, 
the people here are warm and welcoming.

A Guesthouse for all visitors
Hvanneyri Guesthouse is the epitome of that 
warmth you meet here. It’s a family-run business 
that exudes personal and friendly service. 

Located on the ma in s t reet ,  it  i s 
surrounded by the shops, bakery and 
restaurants, making it a perfect spot 
from which to base both when exploring 
Tröllskagi peninsula but farther afield, too.

The family offers accommodation to fit every 
customer’s budget with a wide range including 
lavish suites to dorms, thus making it possible 
for anyone to stay and enjoy the area and town.

Katrín Sif Andersen, one of the owners of 
the guesthouse says that those who do make 
their way there never regret it. In fact, many 
who were intent on staying only one night 
wind up extending their stay for several days 
– so it should come as no surprise that strong 
friendships are built. Many often return and 
when Katrín had a baby, she received gifts from  
one of her customers.

Art and Culture
The town itself is changing now that the 
herring fishing has all but ended. Artists, 
seeking inspiration, have moved here, attracted 
by the tranqility and beauty the area offers.

The vibrant community life is matched by 
its cultural heritage. Best known, perhaps, 
is the work of the Rev. Bjarni Þorsteinsson, 
a one-time resident of Siglufjörður, who 
di l igent ly col lected and documented 
hundreds of folk songs from the year 1880 
onwards, resulting in the Folk Music Centre. 

In recognition of their fishing heritage, 
the town has bui lt a very interest ing 
Herring Museum that is really worth a 
visit. The patriarch of the guesthouse 
worked in Siglufjörður’s fishing industry 
since he was thirteen years old right up 
until the last f ish processing plant was 
closed. Such was the size of the f ishing 
industry that, at its peak, it accounted for 
20% of all Iceland’s total exports.

Sports
Given the landscapes, it is hardly surprising 
that outdoor sports are popular and attract 
many visitors, whether for the mountains, 
skiing or the hiking. 

The stunning scenery makes this a town to 
visit and, like many others, you may well find 
yourself extending your stay to take advantage 
of the opportunity to enjoy the sights. 

There is much to interest visitors in this 
northern outpost, and staying at Hvanneyri not 
only allows them to venture out but also to tap a 
mine of knowledge from the family running it.

–asf

Aðalgata 10 • 580 Siglufirði

+354 467 1506
hvanneyri@simnet.is

www.hvanneyri.com

Hvanneyri
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Little Luxuries 
at Kaffi steinn guesthouse

In the sma l l  and a r t i s t ic town of 
Stöðvarfjörður is Kaffi Steinn, a nine-

room guesthouse and café overlooking the 
fjörd. Across from a graphic art gallery and 
soon-to-be design workshop, Kaffi Steinn 
beckons visitors to stay with a menu of 

quick meals like pizza, salad, and tortillas 
and cosy rooms named after mountains that 
surround the fjörd. Light refreshments of 
coffee, pancakes with jam are available, and 
there is a bar where a selection of wine and 
Icelandic beer are also served.

Opened last year, Kaffi Steinn has added a 
place for people in the community to drop by 
or weary tourists to take a break and get a good 
meal before continuing their journey. 

Each morning, breakfast is provided to guests 
before they start their journey hiking into the 
mountains, which are just five minutes away. 
For travellers who want to learn more about 
rocks and minerals found in the mountains, 

the nearby museum called Petra’s Stone 
Collection will satisfy their curiosity with 
its very unusual presentation. 

Taking your breath away
The unsurpassed and unforgettable beauty of Eskifjörður

Surrounded by snowcovered mountains  
sk iable mounta ins, Mjóeyri looks 

like the set for a fantasy f i lm. Cabins 
perch on a strip of land reaching into the 
glass-smooth f jörd, the light from the 
mountains and sky ref lected on its surface. 

At night, this is a playground for the Northern 
Lights, with nothing to obstruct the view as 
they sweep and dance across the sky.

Skiing holidays don’t get better than 
this or do they? There are slopes to suit 
every ta ste but, for the experienced, 
there is the skidoo tow up the mountain 
a thrilling trip in both directions, with 
awesome views to drink in.

Ski to the Sea
This is a ski resort that lives up to its 
reputation. Whether you’ve gone up on a 
ski lift or been towed up the steep mountain 
side, the slopes will bring you all the way 
home - to the cabins on the sea’s edge. 

Eskifjörður is a small community where 
everyone enjoys company and sharing their 
lives. Museums are closed at this time of 
year - but, no problem, the key is right 
there to open up. The same applies to the 
other facilities of this picturesque Eastern 
village, where guests become part of the 
family and where skiing is in the blood.

Snows last a long time here, and you 
will be tempted to extend your stay once 
you get here. It’s truly a skier’s dream 
come true with so many slopes to try.

Neat as a pin 
Egilsstaðir’s Lyngás guesthouse is fresh and clean 

Opened in 2010, Lyngás Guesthouse 
gives guests in Egilsstaðir the option 

of high quality accommodation at an 
affordable price. Lyngás is located in the 
centre of town and has six rooms suited 
for individuals, couples or groups of up to 
seven. White walls, accented with bright 
photos of plant life emphasise clean cut 
minimalism. All rooms share bathrooms, 
kitchen, and the living room with free 
wireless access throughout the guesthouse.

From the start of autumn, guests can 
get excellent bargains at this clean and 
modern guesthouse just a few minutes 
wa lk f rom Egi l sstaðir’s pool and a r t 
museum. Guests on a t ighter budget 
c a n br ing  t he i r  s l e eping  ba g  for  a 
reduced price or pay a small fee for the 
convenience of a made up bed.

–asf –KB

–KB

Lyngási 5-7 • 700 Egilsstöðum

+354 471 1310
lyngas@lyngas.is

lyngas.is

Lyngás Gistiheimili

Mjóeyri Gistiheimili

Strandgötu 120 • 735 Eskifirði

+354 477 1247
mjoeyri@vortex.is

kaffihusid.is

Fjarðarbraut 41 • 755 Stöðvarfirði

+354 511 3055
kaffisteinn@simnet.is

www.facebook.com

Kaffi Steinn
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Humarhöfnin of Höfn
Langoustine finds its niche in the new Icelandic cuisine
I celand is known for some of the finest 

fresh fish in the world and a large share 
of the country’s catch is landed at Höfn í 
Hornafirði, on the south-east coast. Höfn 
(which sounds like ‘Hup’ to our ears and 
means harbour) is a lso known as the 
langoustine capital of Iceland, with a several 
thousand visitors in town over the f irst 
weekend in July for the annual Humarhátið 
(Langoustine) Festival. 

So what’s the langoustine capita l of 
Iceland doing without a f ine-dining 
restaurant that can do justice to the lovely 
little crustacean? This is the idea behind the 
sea-food restaurant Humarhöfnin which 
has been a big success since it was opened 
5 years ago by Anna Þorsteinsdóttir, her 
brother Ari Þorsteinsson and their spouses. 

Popu l a r  w i t h  tou r i s t s  f rom t he 
Mediterranean countries, Humarhöfnin is 
the only restaurant in Iceland that serves whole 

langoustine. (The concept is so new in Iceland, 
that each diner who orders langoustine receives 
illustrated instructions on the finer points of 
using the lobster cracker and fork that come 
with the dish.) The menu was developed and 
created by the French chef Jacques DuPont 
and many of his dishes, such as the beautifully 
presented ‘Mix of Whole Langoustine and 
Tails’, the famous ‘Black Magic Sauce’ and 
Duck Confit have been very successful. Paired 
with one of Humarhöfnin’s specially selected 
wines, you are in line for an absolute feast. 
The crème brûlée, made from local eggs and 
imported Madagascar vanilla will have you 
swooning and you might want or need to order 
a double portion. 

The casual, bright and lively decor fits 
Humarhöfnin’s harbour location and the 
friendly wait staff will be happy to point out 
the very boat that brought in the day’s catch, 
moored at the docks just a few hundred metres 

away. The building was formerly the town 
co-op which has been renovated and taken 
over by the restaurant. There is an exhibit of the 
history of the house, located on the 2nd floor. 

Confit
Confit is one of the oldest methods used to 
preserve food and is a speciality of south 
western france. It is mostly used to preserve  

the legs of cooked ducks and geese

–EMV

Hafnarbraut 4 • 780 Höfn

+354 478 1200
info@humarhofnin.is

www.humarhofnin.is

Humarhöfnin
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There seemed plenty of time when you 
booked your holiday at home. But now 

you’re here, you realise there’s so much more 
to see and do and so little time to fit it all 
in. How can you make the most of the time? 
You want to see all the sights, experience 
everything this country has to offer–all those 
things you’ve never found anywhere else. 

This i s where the specia l i sed tours 
come into their own. You can focus on 
the experience, rather than worry ing 
about the dr iv ing and missing many 
of the sights you would have wanted to 
see. Not only that, but the experienced 
gu ide s te l l  you not on ly about each 
place a long the way but it s  h i s tor y, 
background and importance - not to 
ment ion a l l  t he anec tdote s  and fun 
stories that f i l l the t ime as you travel 
with memories and experiences.

Smashing Plates
When people visit Iceland, whether they be 
a king or poor student, they almost always 
want to see the famous place where the 
Earth’s crust is cracked at the joining of the 
European and American tectonic plates, 
where the Vikings held their parliaments 
and where justice was executed. Here is 
Þingvellir, where history is still being made 
in this World Heritage Site. 

Spouting Steam
A short ride and spouts of steam can be 
seen blasting skywards from an amazing 
geothermal area where bubbling pools of 
hot water overflow in streams of steaming 
rivulets. Here is Geysir—named after 
the gigantic geyser that erupted for so 
many years. Although currently dormant, 
its cousin, Strokkur, erupts with almost 

military precision every few minutes in 
an awesome display of nature’s power a 
few metres away.

Rainbows over Powerful Falls
Water is also at the centre of the next 
major highlight a few miles away, with 
the notorious, snow-capped volcano Hekla 
rising in the background. The mighty, 
rushing Hvítá river, descending from the 
glacial mountains further in the interior, 
reaches Gulfoss, only to plunge down 
hundreds of feet into a narrow ravine, where 
its waters churn their way down towards the 
sea. The sun creates rainbows in the spray as 
the waters crash over the rocks.

The Lakeside Steam Baths
Those hot springs look so inviting. A bathe 
would be so nice - but the warning signs 

are there for good reason. Now, with the 
re-opening of another geological hot spot at 
Laugarvatn, you can feel for yourself what 
Icelanders have enjoyed for generations: 
a steam bath and pools in the beautiful 
Laugarvatn Fontana, set at the edge of the 
lake of the same name and surrounded by a 
landscape of beautiful mountains. 

Reykjavik Excursions offers two separate 
tours that include a stop at Laugarvatn, 
the full day Golden Circle tour and the 
afternoon Þingvellir and Fontana tour.

Tours to Fit Your Time
The day tour gives you plenty of time 
at each stop to explore, enjoy and f ilm 
your exper ience .  Th i s  i s  a  f u l l  day 
trip, beginning with a pickup at your 
hotel, that is f illed with experience and 
opportunity to see the amazing sights that 

have earned their place on the world ’s 
top tourist sites. Besides the steam baths 
at Laugarvatn, there is plenty of t ime 
to enjoy a v isit to the Ga l ler í, where 
ta lented artists sell their works, where 
you can f ind unusua l souvenirs f rom 
the area. You can enjoy a delicious meal 
with fresh rye bread, baked in the hot 
springs and smoked f ish that come from 
the lake a few metres away.

However, you may f ind your schedule 
i s so t ight that you cannot f it a fu l l 
day in for the trip. Recognising this, 
Reykjavik Excursions runs an afternoon 
tour that is very popular. Leaving at 1 
pm, with a hotel pick-up thirty minutes 
before, it takes you to Þingvel l ir and 
L auga r vatn Fonta na w it h t he s a me 
qua l ity of service but a shorter t ime, 
as it arrives back in Reykjavik at 5 pm. 

This tour is memorable at any time of 
the year, but especia l ly in winter. It’s 
quite an experience to be able to walk 
around the steam baths in a swimsuit 
while snow is falling around you and not 
feel the cold.

Many people come to Iceland just to 
see these sights and, with the addition 
of the new Laugar vatn Fontana, the 
Golden Circle just shines brighter. I 
have been on this tour and enjoyed it so 
much. It’s a trip everyone should enjoy 
at least once.

–asf

Reykjavik Excursions extends it tours to include Laugarvatn’s steam baths

 BSI Bus Terminal • 101 Reykjavík

+354 580 5400
main@re.is

www.re.is

Reykjavik Excursions
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Bike the City any Time of the Year
Reykjavik Bike Tours
I f you’re a foreign visitor in Iceland in 

winter, your friends back home probably 
think you’re a little crazy. Tell them you 
went on a bicycle ride around Reykjavik in 
the snow and they’ll know you’re crazy! 

# 1 on Trip Advisor
Reykjavik Bike Tour has enjoyed top position 
on Trip Advisor’s website for the past three years 
in the tours category. It is the family business of 
Ursula and Stefan founded in 2008. Travellers 
appreciate the friendly welcome, knowledgeable 
guides and excellent quality bicycles.

Classic Reykjavik – 2.5 hrs / 7 km 
This tour is the per fect introduction 
to the capita l city of Iceland. You can 
expect to see some of the city’s hidden 
secrets while learning about its history 
f rom a professiona l and enthusia st ic 
loca l tourist guide. You get to know 

what the city is all about – in terms of its 
history, best museums, best restaurants, 
current special events and much, much 
more. Perhaps the most important aspect 
of this tour, apart from the exercise, of 
course, is the ample opportunity you’ll 
have to ask the local guide questions.

Bicycle Holiday
Reykjavik Bike Tours offers five scheduled 
tours in summer, two in the city, and three 
which require the assistance of a van and 
trailer. The two in the city are Classic 
Reykjavik – 2.5 hrs / 7 km, and the Coast 
of Reykjavik – 2.5 hrs / 18 km. The three 
tours involving a combination of van and 
biking are; Golden Circle & Bike – 8 hrs / 
25 km, Westman Isles & Bike – 9 hrs / 11 
km, Blue Lagoon & Bike – 8 hrs / 18 km. 

Combine Reykjavik Bike Tour’s f ive 
scheduled bike tours and you’ll have a 
bicycle holiday in Iceland.

Ursula and Stefan love what they 
do and receive every visitor with a 

friendly smile.
–sV

Ægisgarður 7 • 101 Reykjavík

+354 694 8956 
bike@icelandbike.com

www.icelandbike.com

Reykjavik Bike
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Vatnajökull National Park
Emjoy the thrills and beauty in Europe’s largest park

V atnajökull National Park, established 
in 2008, encompasses not only all 

of Vatnajökull glacier but also extensive 
a rea s surrounding it .  These inc lude 
the national parks previously existing 
a t  Sk a f t a f e l l  i n  t he  sout hwe s t  a nd 
Jökulsárgljúfur in the north, so that the 
national park now covers 13% of Iceland 
and ranks as Europe’s largest.

I n  g e n e r a l ,  n a t i o n a l  p a r k s  a r e 
protected areas which are considered 
u n ique  b e c au s e  o f  t he i r  n a t u re  or 
cultural heritage. The unique qualities 
o f  Va t n a jök u l l  Na t i on a l  Pa rk  a r e 
primarily its great variety of landscape 
features, created by the combined forces 
of rivers, glacia l ice, and volcanic and 
geothermal activity.

Description
Vatnajökull is Europe’s largest glacier, 
w it h a  su r f ac e  a re a  of  8 ,10 0 k m 2 . 
Genera l ly mea sur ing 400 - 600 m in 
t h ick ne s s  a nd a t  t he  mos t  950 m, 
the g lacia l ice concea ls a number of 
mountains, valleys and plateaus. It even 
hides some active central volcanoes, of 
which Bárðarbunga is the largest and 
Grímsvötn the most active. While the 
icecap rises at its highest to over 2,000 m 
above sea level, the glacier base reaches 
its lowest point 300 m below sea level. 
Nowhere in Iceland, with the exception 
of Mýrda l sjöku l l  g lac ier,  does more 
precipitation fa l l or more water drain 
to the sea than on the southern side of 
Vatnajökull. In fact, so much water is 
currently stored in Vatnajökull that the 
Icelandic river with the greatest f low, 

Ölfusá, would need over 200 years to carry 
this quantity of water to the sea.

The southern side of Vatnajökull is 
characterised by many high, majestic mountain 
ridges, with outlet glaciers descending between 
them down to the lowlands. The southernmost 
part of the glacier envelops the central volcano 
Öræfajökull and Iceland’s highest peak, 
Hvannadalshnúkur. Sheltered by the high ice, 
the vegetated oasis of Skaftafell overlooks the 
black sands deposited to its west by the river 

Skeiðará. These sands are mostly composed of 
ash which stems from the frequent eruptions 
in Grímsvötn and is carried to the coast by 
jökulhlaup, or glacial f loods. Substantial 
volcanic activity also characterises the 
landscape west of Vatnajökull, where two of 
the world’s greatest fissure and lava eruptions 
in historical times occurred, at Eldgjá in 
934 and Lakagígar 1783-1784. Vonarskarð, 
northwest of the glacier, is a colourful high-
temperature area and a watershed between 
North and South Iceland.

Preservation objectives
The objectives of designating Vatnajökull 
as a preservation area, along with the main 
regions it affects, are the following:

 Ñ To protect the nature of the region, 
including the landscape, biota and 
geological formations, as well as cultural 
features

 Ñ To allow the public to get to know and 
enjoy regional nature, culture and history

 Ñ To provide education on nature and 
nature conservation and on regional 
history, society and cultural features, 
as well as encouraging research to gain 
greater knowledge of these aspects  To 
strengthen communities and business 
activity in the vicinity of the park.

Vi s itor  c ent re s  a nd other  tour i s t 
information offices working with the park 
provide information and services for the 
park and its immediate environment. The 
following offices are situated along the south 
coast of Iceland:

Skaftá Visitor Centre
Kirkjubæjarklaustur 

open during the summer

Skaftafell Visitor Centre  - Skaftafell 
open all year*

Skálafell farm - Suðursveit 
varying hours – all year

Hólmur farm - Mýrar 
 varying hours – all year

Hoffell farm - Nes 
 varying hours – all year

Höfn Tourist Information Centre  Höfn 
 open during the summer

* Closed on December 25 and January 1.
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Within the Golden Circle
famous attractions surround gallerí guesthouse
Laugarvatn village lies in the Golden Circle 

created by Þingvellir, Geysir, and Gulfoss. 
In its centre sits the picturesque Gallerí Bed 
and Breakfast. Its owners, Þuríður and Joel, 
opened it after their children had grown and 
moved on. It has three bedrooms for tourists 
who want to stay within easy reach of the area’s 
attractions and breakfast is included in the 
price of the room. From its enclosed patio, two 
of Iceland’s active volcanoes, Eyafjallajökull 
and Hekla are clearly visible.

Þuríður and Joel are both very artistic. 
For example, Þuríður made both the  
l ight f i x tures and sma l l decorat ions 
found throughout the rooms. 

The Gallerí store is where Þuríður and 
Joel’s artistry shines, allowing travellers 
to take home a small piece of Icelandic 
design. It is really worth taking the time 
to browse all their different creations.

Joel and Þuríður also bake their own 
bread - in a nearby natural hotspring. They 

invite their guests along to see the secret 
to the baking of this tasty bread that is 
served along with slices of salmon each 
day at Gallerí’s café.

Down to the Depths
Caving with Laugarvatn adventure
Laugarvatn is a small village within 

the Golden Circle. It is famous for its 
beautiful lake and the geothermal hot spot 
around which it is built. It’s a volcanic area 
and it is the lava that hollowed out the caves 
as it pushed through earth, forming the 
smooth and polished walls of Gjábakkahellir.

The guides of Laugarvatn Adventure 
have had over a decade of training and 
experienced in caving and are act ive 
members of the Icelandic Search and 

Rescue Team. They know these caves and 
can navigate through almost any of them. 
Laugarvatn Adventure has three cave tours 
to let visitors safely plumb the depths with 
the help of the guides. 

The tours vary in di f f icu lt y f rom 
Gjábakkahellir’s relatively gentle descent to 
Tintron’s vertical drop accessible only by 
abseiling down a rope. Children over five can 
even go on some of the easier tours, while 
adults tackle the challenge of rock climbing on 

Þingvellir’s craggy cliffs or crawling through a 
small hole at the opening of Litli Björn cave. 
Tours are offered every day from May through 
August with a two person minimum.

–asf

–asf

Háholti 1 • 840 Laugarvatni 

+354 486 1016
galleri@simnet.is

www.gallerilaugarvatn.is

Háholt 2c • 840 Laugarvatn

+354 862 5614
smari@caving.com

www.caving.is

Laugarvatn Adv

Gallerí Guesthouse
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K at la Geopark includes geologica l 
feature s of g loba l s ign i f ic ance. 

Over 150 volcanic eruptions have been 
recorded in the area since the 9th century. 
The eruptions created the landscape and 
influenced where people settled. Through 
the centuries, man and nature have affected 
the region’s history. The area is constantly 
changing due to its volcanic activity.

Volcanic activity and its widespread 
effect on the area’s nature and landscape 
make Katla Geopark very special. The 
Geopark is in the most volcanically active 

area of Iceland, and the volcanic systems 
at the famous Eyjaf ja l lajökull, Katla, 
and Grímsvötn are particularly active. 
The region is characterised by central 
volcanoes, eruptive craters and fissures, 
rootless cones, lava fields, table mountains 
(tuyas), and hyaloclastite ridges which 
trend SW-NE, like the rift zone.

Ice caps are prominent in the landscape, 
topping the highest volcanoes. Outlet 
glaciers and glacial rivers f low from them 
and glacial landforms, e.g. moraines and 
ice-dammed lakes, occur in the area. 

Large f loods, usually glacier outbursts 
associated with subglacial eruptions, have 
formed outwash plains in the lowlands. 
The oldest bedrock in the area is thought 
to be about 2.5 million years old, and can 
be found at the base of Lómagnúpur, an 
old sea-cliff (671 m). Other interesting 
features in the Geopark are fossil-bearing 
xenoliths, and tephra layers which are 
useful for dating (tephrochronology).

T h e  G e o p a r k  c o v e r s  a b o u t  9 % 
of Ic e land,  9542 k m2, and fol lows 
the borders of three municipa l it ie s , 

Skaf tárhreppur, Mýrda lshreppur and 
Rangárþing eystra. Three charming villages: 
Hvolsvöllur, Vík and Kirkjubæjarklaustur are 
within the Geopark. 

A v i s it  to Kat la Geopark i s h ig ly 
reccomended with many possibilites to 
experience a true adventure. See at the 
famous Eyjafjallajökull, walk on a glacier, 
drive a snowmobile or go on a superjeep tour 
with professional adventure guides. Feel the 
power from majestic waterfalls, go on a hike, 
visit extraordinary museums and exhibitions 
and relax over a local meal. 

a destination for adventure in Katla geopark

Raw NatureAwesome Power
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Krókhálsi 12 • 110 Reykjavík 

+354 551 1166
sterna@sterna.is

www.sterna.is

Sterna

Breiðdalsvík

Fárskrúðsfjörður

Reyðarfjörður
700
700a

Skjöldólfsstaðir

you have found a haven of sol itude 
and tranqui l it y moments away f rom 
refreshingly genuine people, with lives as 
interesting as their surroundings. Don’t be 
deceived by the northerly latitude: you will 
end up getting a beautiful sun tan almost 
anywhere the sun is shining along the 
route, so don’t forget your sunscreen! But 
this is Iceland, where the weather changes 
very frequently - even through the day.

With a change of scenery just a coach ride 
away, you have found a way to fill your future 
with experiences and memories that you will 
treasure. If you began the trip on your own, 
you’ll be surprised at how many new friends 
you will have made by journey’s end. It’s nice 

not to have to wait for hours at the side of 
the road for a ride to come along. You have 
your ride - all the way back to Reykjavik in 
the comfort of a luxury coach. You can even 
take your bike with you, cycle an area, then 
catch another coach to your next destination. 
Take your tent and backpack with you and 
you are set for an economical way to enjoy 
this country at its best. 

Specialists in the Unusual
Besides the trips that take you to the far 
corners of the country - or all the way around 
it, if you wish, there are also a number of day 
trips that go off the beaten track to show you 
areas not often visited or even known about 

by the majority of travellers. There is a free 
hotel pickup for these and for the tours to the 
regular tourist destinations. 

On your return home, you will have tales 
to tell that will seem like fantasies in the 
ears of the beach crowd - until they see your 
photos, films and the precious stones you 
picked up on the way. Even more valuable are 
those friendships you made as you travelled.

A s you walk down that big city street, 
choking on the fumes and pollution, 

jostled by the crowds, the sun blocked by tall 
concrete and glass buildings and not a green 
blade of grass in sight, you grasp your airline 
ticket all the more firmly and dream…

Stepping out of the airport at Keflavik, 
you fill your lungs with fresh air and your 
eyes with the views of the raw nature. 
You’re free. Now to experience Iceland, 
to fulfil that dream. With only 300,000 
people, most of the country is pure open 
space and to experience it all, you have 
a travel passport from Sterna, the only 
company that will take you around the 
country from Reykjavik ’s BSÍ bus and 

coach station, for you to visit at your 
leisure. You can get of f at any point, 
spend the night or as long as you like 
before catching another coach to a new 
destination. The choice is yours as to 
where to go, how long you’ll stay and what 
you’ll do. Freedom and flexible travel.

Unlike the majority of tours that stick 
to the familiar routes, Sterna will take 
you through the unusua l countryside 
of the interior, where you can enjoy its 
spectacular colours, its hot tubs in the 
mountains, the pristine freshness of an 
unspoilt countryside. You can stay or move 
on - your choice. The trip will take you all 
the way through the middle of the country 

to the northern town of Akureyri. From 
there, you can head eastwards enjoying 
the stunning diversity of landscapes and 
wildlife for which Iceland is famous.

The East is an area less visited by the 
majority of tourists. It is yet another of 
Iceland’s secrets that is only slowly being 
revealed. Sterna will take you right round 
the region. The villages are small, their 
communities welcoming and friendly, the 
countryside as diverse as any you have seen 
so far and the fjörds a trip into the world of 
fantasy in their beauty and serenity.

While others are baking themselves on 
crowded Mediterranean beaches in their 
monotonous annual sunburnt pilgrimage, 

–asf

Freedom and Flexibility
Travel round Iceland at your own pace with sterna



Icelandic Ingenuity on Show
skógar folk and Transport Museum 

For centuries , Iceland was a lmost 
completely isolated from the rest 

of Europe. The wild and harsh climate 
made internat iona l t rade, commerce 
and relat ions a l l but impossible, and 
the heavy-handed laws imposed by the 
Danish and Norwegian monarchies, did 
not make life any easier.

Craftsmanship born of necessity 
As a result of the isolation and scarcity of 
goods, craftsmanship of all kinds blossomed 
and many highly skilled artisans produced 
a variety of useful and decorative items. 
Icelanders had to rely heavily on their own 
ingenuity and resourcefulness for obtaining 
many items that were taken for granted in 
the rest of the world.

The Skógar Folk Museum pays tribute 
to Iceland ’s many f ine craf tsmen and 
women who each contributed in their 
own way to Ic e l a nd ’s  r ich cu ltu ra l 
history. The museum was begun  in 1945 
by Þórður Tómasson, who gradually built 

up his collection, as Icelanders near and 
far began to donate cherished family 
hei r looms to the g rowing museum. 
There are now 3 separate areas which 
comprise the museum as a whole: The 
main bui lding houses a vast a rray of 
fascinating cultural items; an outdoor 
exhibition of reconstructed turf houses 
and other historical buildings and the 
most recent addition, the Museum of 
Transport and Communications which 
was completed in 2002. 

A High Standard of Ingenuity & Skill
The electr ica l exhibit in the Skogar 
Transport Museum is unique, not just in 
Iceland but in the world. Nowhere else have 
untrained country farmers built electrical 
turbines, and erected hydroelectric power 
stations with unsurpassed quality. Using 
scrap iron from shipwrecks, self-taught 
electrical engineers played an enormous role 
in the electrification of the countryside. An 
early prototype turbine engine from 1921 is 

on display in the museum, rightly claiming 
its place as the oldest turbine engine still in 
existence today in Iceland. 

–EMV

The Icelandic baðstofa
The baðstofa or communal room, was 
where the women sat with their weaving 
or knitting, and the men with their whittling 
and their carving. 

This is where the family slept and ate, 
where stories were told, rhymes were sung 
and poems recited. 

Well built turf houses had good insulation, 
so it was generally warm inside. Despite 
poor lighting and cramped quarters, the 
Icelandic baðstofa produced many a fine 
work of art and splendid piece of clothing.
 
It was here also that the Icelandic literary 
and storytelling culture thrived and 
flourished.

Skógum, 861 Hvolsvelli

+354 487 8845
skogasafn@skogasafn.is

www.skogasafn.is

Skógar Folk Museum
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I celanders have had to deal with 205 
volcanic eruptions since the island 

was settled 1100 years ago. Recently the 
world’s modern lifestyle also had a little 
taste of this medicine when an eruption in 
Eyjafjallajökull caused enormous disruption 
to air travel across western and northern 
Europe over an initial period of six days 
in April 2010, and again in 2011 when 
the Grímsvötn volcano erupted. Active 
volcanism is prevalent in Iceland with active 
regions covering 30% of the land with a 
historical eruption frequency of 20–25 
events per 100 years. 

There is considerable risk for tephra or 
ash deposition events to occur, as 80% 
of historic eruptions have been explosive 
eruptions with tephra fallout. Ash can 
destroy/damage vegetation by the initial 
direct burial or with sandblasting effect 
f rom post-erupt ive t ranspor t e ither 
by water or wind, extending the area 
of inf luence far away from the initia l 

deposition area. Ash deposition can also 
affect hydrology and air quality. 

Nearby farming communities suffered 
damage to their fields, rangelands, livestock 
and property where ash fallout occurred. The 
uncertainty of the immediate effects of the 
hazard has now worn off. 

The uncerta inty involved what was 
happening, where, for how long; health 
concerns; the flood risks; concerns taking 
care of people and animals with limited 
housing capacity during the lambing 
period; concerns ensuring l ivestock ’s 
access to clean water and sufficient food; 
the difficult living conditions when fine 
ash penetrates everywhere. There were 
f inancial concerns, all the decisions to 
take; whether to evacuate or stay and, in 
areas further away,  what would the wind 
direction be today and who’s next?

However today, months after eruption has 
ceased, the effects are not over yet and will 
continue to affect the area in the years to come. 

For example, there is the need to strengthen 
existing vegetation; also the destruction of 
grazing land calls for changes. 

How well vegetation can tolerate this 
disturbance from ash, or how resilient 
ecosystems are against deposition of volcanic 
ash depends on various factors eg.: depth of 
burial, species capability of regeneration when 

buried, seasonal timing, water availability, 
toxicity etc. Vigorous ecosystems with tall 
vegetation generally have greater endurance 
capability; the sheltering effect minimizes 
the secondary wind transport of ash, and 
hastens the incorporation of ash into the soil. 
Whereas when ash falls onto areas with little or 
no vegetation, it is unstable and easily moved 

repeatedly by wind and water erosion possibly 
causing further abrasive damage. 

Risks can be reduced by a build-up 
of healthy ecosystems, which increases 
resilience and provides a better capability 
of surviving ash fallout. The common range 
lands in the highlands that are now degraded 
pose Iceland’s most serious environmental 
problem. Existing vegetation in common 
range lands is generally sparse and low 
growing and is therefore vulnerable to 
disruption. Ash fall onto such land can be 
catastrophic—as seen in recent events. 

Resilience to catastrophic events can be 
drastically improved by land reclamation 
ef forts. Distribution of ferti l izer and 
sometimes seeds or tree-planting can provide 
degraded ecosystems with the extra help 
they need on the road to recovery. Use of the 
natural succession of vegetation over a long-
time period is the only reasonable method 
to achieve significant results over the large 
areas that need assistance, for both economic 
reasons and also lack of machine accessibility. 

The future land use is an important aid 
in this respect. Sustainable management 
is important, revegetation of land and 
restoration of natural birch forests and 
willows (up to 500 m elevation) now has 
increased importance. The vegetation cover 
increases the surface roughness and lowers 
the wind speed near the surface and limits the 
damaging effects of wind erosion of tephra 
and ash material that is repeatedly blown up 
into the atmosphere, years and even centuries 
after the eruption has ceased.

Effective governance through alignment 
of policies, e.g.: land use planning and 
zoning, natural resources management, 
agricultural policies, mitigation action 
against climate change through revegetation 
and carbon sequestration, restoration of 
natural birch forests, along with coherent 
legislation, multi-sectoral coordination with 
effective knowledge sharing, are important 
in successful risk management.

Recent eruptions clearly taught the value 
of assistance in emergency response, recovery 
measures and preventive measures against 
natural hazards. The Soil Conservation 
Service of Iceland aided farming communities 
hit under the latest eruptions, as it had 
available revegetated land that could be used 
as emergency grazing lands, so livestock could 
be transported from the area most affected by 
the ash fall to temporarily safe rangeland areas. 
Also, the Soil Conservation Service of Iceland 
executed recovery measures over large areas, 
in total over 2,170 ha of land, where existing 

vegetat ion wa s e ither 
strengthened with fertilizer distribution or 
areas were reseeded in order to reduce damage 
from post-eruption storms of re-suspended ash.

The Soil Conservation Service of Iceland and 
the Road Administration were instrumental in 
flood prevention actions, repairing various river 
bank barriers that were damaged due to floods 
of glacial melt-water caused by the volcanic 
activity and then later by repeated rain-induced 
floods in ash filled river channels.

The Soi l  Conser vat ion Ser v ice of 
Iceland has, for more than a century, 
promoted encouragement of sustainable 

land use and appropriate management of 
fragile ecosystems through better land-
use planning and development activities. 
Now the build-up of Iceland’s degraded 
ecosystems has the additional a im of 
preventive measures to reduce the risk and 
vulnerability to natural hazards. –aMÁ

Sagnagardur is the information- and visitor centre of 
the Soil Conservation Service of Iceland.  

In Sagnagardur, which was opened in 2011, 
the history of ecological degradation and 
soil erosion in Iceland is presented in text 
and pictures. The exhibition presents the 
battle against the harsh forces of nature and 
consequences of volcanic eruptions and gives 
an account of the pioneers in land reclamation. 
Some light is shed on the general attitude and 
public disbelief in land reclamation during the 
early years and a review is presented of the 
100 years history of soil conservation and land 
reclamation efforts in Iceland. Furthermore, the 
exhibition shows the approach and methods 
applied in today’s soil conservation endeavors, 
and major schemes in land reclamation and 
ecosystem restoration are enlisted, as well as 
participation in international programmes.

sagnagarður will be open 9:00-16:00, 
June 1st - september 15th

How Iceland has responded to the volcanic disasters

Lessonsfrom the Eruptions
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Hafnarstræti 20 • 101 Reykjavík

+354 540 1313
iceland@grayline.is

www.grayline.is

Iceland Excursions

Join the Dots in Time
Iceland Excursions offers different ways to make the most of your stay

How is it that, when you’re surrounded 
by  c a r  f u me s ,  noi s e ,  a nd t a l l 

buildings that block the sun, time seems 
to crawl but when you’re on holiday, it 
passes before you thought it had begun? 
Don’t you look forward to the weekend or 
to a break, even for a week or so?

Now that more airlines are going to fly to 
Iceland, it’s even easier to take that weekend 

break - or even a week break. But you know 
that, as soon as you land here, time will take off!

Iceland Excursions has found some 
neat ways to pack your time suitcase so 
that your  time will be f il led with fun 
and experiences that will last a lifetime 
and more. Their packages prov ide a 
framework to mix and match to suit the 
time you have.

What’s so interesting?
There are tours that take you out into the 
country to see the sights for which Iceland 
is famous and there are tours in town that 
will refresh in more ways than one! 

The Afternoon Golden Circle Tour 
This is the most popular tour that covers 
the following:

Þing ve l l i r  ( p r o n .  T h i n g v e l l i r ) 
National Park is a short distance from 
Reykjavik. A World Heritage Site, it is 
famous for several reasons. Here, the N. 
American and European tectonic plates 
pull apart from one another. An amazing 
sight, the Vikings chose it to start the 
world’s longest exisiting parliament, the 
name meaning Parliament Pla ins. It’s 
a lso a popular diving and holidaying 
spot, surrounding the lake, at the far 
end of which r i se the steams f rom a 
geothermal hot spot that provides hot 
water to Reykjavik. History blends with 
nature and wildlife.

Ge y s i r  i s  f u r t h e r  i n l a n d .  I t ’ s 
geothermal steam shoots skyward and 
bubbles up in pools , over f lowing in 

s t reams of hot water.  A lthough the 
giant Geysir is not erupting often at the 
moment, Strokkur, right next to it, makes 
up for it by erupting every few minutes in 
an explosion of steam and boiling water.

Gulfoss is another wonder of nature. 
The mighty Hvítá river, fed by massive 
glaciers further up in the interior reaches 
a high rock cliff, over which it plunges 
down into a narrow ravine. The sunlight 
catches the spray, illuminating the area 
with beautiful rainbows. You can get very 
close to this powerful waterfall.

The Northern Lights Tour 
This t akes you to see th i s s tunning 
light show, visible on most clear nights 
in winter months. With a va r iet y of 
colours, they swirl and dance across the 
night sky in an ever-changing spectacle 
that has to be experienced to be ful ly 
appreciated.

The ‘Taste the Saga Tour’
A tour that cannot be missed by anyone 
seeking to get to know Iceland in all its 
f lavours. Here, you will visit a brewery 
and, provided you are over 20 years old, 

you will get to try the drinks that have 
fortified the nation over the years.

How to get there
Iceland Excursions have a number of 
ways for you to enjoy all these sights, no 
matter what your timing. For instance:

Winter City Break 3
It’s Friday and you need to be back at 
work on Monday morning. There’s a lot 
you can do in that time!

A transfer from the a irport to your 
3-star hotel gives you time for the Taste 
the Saga Tour or the Northern Lights 
Tour—or just to enjoy the nightlife. 

The following morning, you have the 
full-day Golden Circle Tour. The same 
options are available for the evening.

The last morning, join the Blue Lagoon 
to Keflavik Airport Tour and soak in the 
benefits of this famous spa before being 
driven to the airport for your flight home, 
refreshed an reinvigorated.

Winter City Break 4
If you have a litt le more time on your 
hands and can stay an extra couple of 
days, this tour offers you a lot more.

On your arrival at the airport, you can 
join the Blue Lagoon Tour to unwind 
before being transferred to the 4 star 
Reykjavik Nattura Hotel in the capital 
for the next 4 nights, where the same 
options are available: the Taste the Saga 
Tour, Nor thern L ight s Tour or ju st 
enjoying the nightlife in the capital.

After a morning’s relaxation, you take 
the popular a f ternoon Golden Circle 
Tour or upgrade to the SuperJeep and 
Snomobile version that additionally takes 
you snomobiling on Langjökull glacier. In 
the evening, the same options are available.

On the 3rd and 4th days, there is a wide 
range of optional tours to choose. These 
tours can include caving, horse riding, 
snorkelling or ice climbing—the choice 
is yours. Then, the Airport Express takes 
you to the airport for your f light home 
on the 5th day. You’ll return to work with 
fresh inspiration and a new perspective—
not to mention a hunger for more!

–asf
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The Origin of Iceland’s Hot Springs 
from the settlement to the Present, Hot Water has been a Natural Blessing

E xtensive geothermal activity is one of 
Iceland’s most distinctive features, 

with more geothermal areas than any 
other country. It is known to be present 
at over 700 sites in Iceland. 

For geothermal heat to reach the surface, 
precipitation must seep down into the ground 
to a level where it can be heated appreciably. 
The heated water must then find a crack or 
some other means of leaking to the surface 
again. In general, a certain amount of 

precipitation does manage to seep through 
the ground down into bedrock, where it is 
becomes steam through contact with magma. 

Magma is molten rock that comes up from 
the earth in volcanic eruptions. In Iceland, 
an eruption has occurred approximately 
every forth year since long before Iceland 
was settled. There have been around 230 
eruptions in the past 1100 years.

Like ice on a lake, the earth’s crust floats 
on the earth’s mantle, and thus has some 

freedom to move under certain conditions. 
The force behind such movements is the 
heat created deep in the earth by the 
breakdown of radioactive materials. This 
heat has to be conducted from the earth’s 
core through the mantle and crust before 
reaching the surface. However, the rock 
in between is not a sufficiently good heat 
conductor to be able to bring up the heat 
that is continuously being created in the 
core. Convection currents have thus formed 

in the mantle to carry this heat upwards. 
These mantle currents are the cause, not 
only of crust movements and volcanism 
but also of geothermal activity, since the 
heat which they carry upwards from the 
core may warm up water on the way to the 
surface. The amount of heat thus dissipated 
is greatest at tectonic plate boundaries. 

One such boundary lies across Iceland 
and provides cracks for magma to move 
upwards, heating the nearby crust and, in 
some places, creating magma chambers. 
These magma chambers cause volcanic 
systems to form at the sur face. In a 

geological sense, hot springs represent 
leakage from the flowing processes already 
descr ibed, w ith the leak s occurr ing 
because of faults in the bedrock. In fact, if 
it were not for bedrock fractures and other 
inconsistencies, geothermal water would 
not have an upward escape route from its 
underground system and would therefore 
end up f lowing latera lly until coming 
out in the sea. Over time, however, the 
bedrock becomes compressed, which 
slows the leakage and substances that are 
dissolved in the water precipitate from 
it, gradually clogging the openings, so 

that disturbances such as earthquakes 
a re needed in order to mainta in the 
geothermal flow to the surface.

The island’s geothermal activity caught 
the attention of the early settlers, as they 
referred to geothermal phenomena in their 
place names. Thus a great number of the 
original names include terms such as varm 
(warm), reyk (smoke/steam) or laug (pool). 

One of Iceland’s first internationally known 
geologists, Sigurdur Thorarinsson, estimated 
that around 55 saga place names were linked 
to geothermal activity. The first Icelandic 
building believed to have geothermal heating 
was a house in Mosfellsdalur, just north-west of 
Reykjavik in 1909. However, geothermal steam 
had been installed into a house at Sturlureykir 
a year earlier and was used for cooking. In 
1928, drilling brought up about 15 liters of 
water per second at 94°C, enough to operate 
a geothermal heating utility in the growing 
city. In 1930, this utility served the national 
hospital, a school and about 650 homes. Today, 
Iceland uses more geothermal water for energy 
production than any other nation.

In several places in Iceland geothermal 
water collects naturally at comfortable 
temperatures for bathing. In other places, 
people have come to nature’s assistance to 
obtain the right temperatures and amount 
of water. Therefore, it is often difficult to 
distinguish which pools are natural and 
which are not. However, there are around 
100 natural bathing places in Iceland.
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Birds of Southern Iceland
a Birdwatcher’s Paradise

Birds of Southern Iceland is a programme 
offering excellent year-round services 

for birdwatchers. Southern Iceland has 
a great deal to offer visiting birdwatchers 
with its wide variety of habitats, including 
wetlands, seabird colonies, highland oases 
and unique coastlines. The largest colonies 
of Puffin, Pink-footed Goose and Great 
Skua in the world are located within this 
region, together with Europe’s largest 
Leach’s Storm-petrel colony. 

Hornaf jörður and Stakksf jörður are 
shallow fjords or coastal lagoons on either 
side of the village of Höfn. The area is 
home to large numbers of birds all year 
round. Not only is it an important staging 

area for migration, but breeding birds are 
well represented in spring and summer. 
It is a lso the region’s main wintering 
area for birds. A rich mosaic of wetlands 
stretches from Höfn all the way west to 
the glacial sands of Breiðamerkursandur.

The bird life of the great glacial sands 
of the south coast has a character a l l 
its own. It is the kingdom of the Great 
Skua and is home to the largest colony 
on Earth of this charismatic species. 
W herever  t here  i s  su f f ic ient  water, 
vegetat ion sprouts up and at t ract s a 
range of birds. The spectacular Skaftafell 
National Park contains woodlands and a 
variety of species.

The areas of Landbrot and Meðalland 
suppor t a w ide range of bi rd s .  The 
region’s wetlands are varied and include 
f lood-meadows, lakes, springs, streams 
and lava f ields. Breeding birds include 
Horned Grebe and various ducks. The 
f re shwater spr ings at t ract numerous 
birds in the winter and form important 
w i n t e r i n g  g r o u n d s  f o r  B a r r o w ’s 
Goldeneye, Common Goldeneye and 
Goosander. White-fronted Geese a re 
common visitors on spring and autumn 
passage.

The valley of Mýrdalur is a rich birding 
area, with Reynisfjall, Reynisdrangar and 
Dyrhólaey the chief birding sites. Puffins 
breed on the c l i f f s  a t  Víkurha mra r 
above the vi l lage of Vík (the furthest 
colony from the sea in the world), on Mt 
Reynisfjall and the Dyrhólaey headland, 

while Common Guillemot and Razorbill 
breed at the sea stacks of Reynisdrangar 
and at Dyrhólaey. There is a huge Arctic 
Tern colony at Vík and a smaller one at 
Dyrhólaey.Þjórsárver, to the south of the 
Hofsjökull glacier, is the most expansive 
oasis in the central highlands. It is an area 
of spectacular scenery, with rich swathes 
of vegetation a lternating with barren 
sands and glaciers. The area represents 
very important breeding and moulting 
grounds for Pink-footed Geese. Other 
breeders include Great Northern Diver, 
W hooper Swa n,  L ong-t a i led Duck, 
Purple Sandpiper, Red-necked Phalarope, 
Arctic Tern and Snow Bunting. Part of 
Þjórsárver is protected and a Ramsar site.

Another key birding location in the 
highlands is the chain of lakes ca l led 
Veiðivötn. This beautiful and unusual 
landscape has been shaped by repeated 
volcanic activity and most of the lakes 
are located in craters. Great Northern 
Divers are part icularly common, and 
other breeding birds include Whooper 
Swan, Pink-footed Goose, Scaup, Long-
tailed Duck, Harlequin Duck, Ringed 
Plover, Purple Sandpiper, Arctic Tern 
and Snow Bunting. Barrow’s Goldeneye 
winters here and has recently bred.

Lakes, ponds and marshes can be found 
across the lowland areas of Landeyjar 
and Rangarárvel l ir. Some of the best 
birding sites a re the Skúmsstaðavatn 
l a k e  a nd  su r rou nd i n g s ,  O dd a f ló ð 
(protected) and Lambhagavatn lake. 
Large numbers of wildfowl and waders 
breed in the area and pass through in the 
spring and autumn.

Two of the larger lakes in the area, 
Apavatn and Laugarvatn, a long with 
adjoining wetlands and rivers, are among 
the be st s ite s for duck s in southern 
Iceland. Barrow’s Goldeneye, Common 
Goldeneye and Goosander winter here. 
Ha rlequ in Duck s breed loca l ly  and 
hundreds of Scaup, Tufted Duck and 
Red-brea sted Merganser s top of f on 
passage and are also common breeders.

Sogið, the river which f lows out of lake 
Þingvallavatn, is one of Iceland’s best 
locations for winter ducks. It is home to 
the largest f lock of Barrow’s Goldeneye 
outside Mývatn and is the main winter 
site for Common Goldeneye in Iceland. 
Goosander, Red-brea sted Merganser 
and Tufted Duck are common. White-
ta i led Eagles are of ten seen in winter 
and Harlequin Ducks move up the river 
in spring. Lake Þingva llavatn itself is 
known for its breeding Great Northern 
Divers.

The coastline between the mouths of 
the great glacial rivers Ölfusá and Þjórsá 
is the largest lava shoreline in Iceland 
and forms the southern end of the vast 
Þjórsárhraun lava f ield which f lowed 
8,000 years ago and is the largest post-
ice age lava f low on Earth. Inland there 
are myriad lakes and ponds. The area 
hosts an array of birds all year and it is of 
particular importance for migrants such 
as Knot, Dunlin, Sanderling, Turnstone, 
Brent Goose ,  Eura s ian Wigeon and 
various other ducks.

On either side of the estuary of the 
Ölfusá river there are two large wetlands: 
BirdLife Iceland’s reserve at Flói on the 

east bank and Ölfusforir on the west 
bank. Both are large expanses of pools 
and lakes which attract numerous birds 
in the breeding season and on passage 
a l ike. The Red-throated Diver is the 
characterist ic bird of the Flói reserve 
and Dunlin and Black-tailed Godwit are 
particularly common here. Ölfusforir is 
an excellent birding location in winter, 
attracting large f locks of Teal, Mallard 
and Goosander, a s wel l  a s Ice land ’s 
largest concentration of Grey Heron.

South Iceland has a wide range of 
accommodation from camp sites to 4 
star hotels, some within a short driving 
distance from Reykjavik.
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The Door to the Highlands
Home of the Hekla and Eyjafjallajökull volcanos

E ast Rangárþing, with a population 
of 1750, i s a va st d istr ict in the 

central South Iceland and ranges from 
the highlands to the sea . It boast s a 
great number of geological wonders, a 
fact which has led the district to seek 
to become a member of the European 
G e opa rk  Ne t work  a long  w it h  t wo 
other d ist r ic t s:  Mýrda lshreppur and 
Kirkjubæjarklaustur.

Hvolsvöllur is the region’s largest town 
(850 inhabitants) and a l l operat ions 
relating to the eruption in Eyjafjallajökull 
in 2010 were organised from there. The 
main industries in the area are agriculture 
and tourism and Hvolsvöllur is, in fact. 

the only town in Iceland that was not 
established on the coast or by a river, but 
entirely as a centre of service for the area. 

O n l y  10 6  k m  f r o m  R e y k j a v i k , 
Hvolsvöllur is surrounded by plentiful 
recreation areas and natural wonders, all 
between 15 minutes and up to one hour’s 
drive. Peaceful farmlands suddenly and 
dramatically give way to nearly vertical 
slopes that reach down to the main road. 
Kilometre after kilometre of endless black 
sand beaches hug the shoreline.

Hvolsvöllur is an excellent location as a 
base from which to explore South Iceland. 
Its central location makes it ideal for day 
trips in the region and then back for a good 
night’s sleep in one of the area’s many types 
of accommodation. The farmers’ market 
in the town centre, next to the post office, 
is a great place to visit. Here you will find a 
variety of locally produced foodstuffs for sale, 
locally produced hand-knitted items of all 
kinds, handicrafts by local artisans, original 
wooden toys and superb organic ice cream. A 
lovely green space for stretching one’s legs and 
where the children can run around is adjacent 
to the farmers’ market and hosts an outdoor 
exhibition by local photographers. There are 
camping-grounds, youth hostels, guest houses 
and hotels ranging from 1 to 4 stars. Ferry 
trips to the Westman Islands are now possible 

from the new harbour, Landeyjahöfn, which 
opened in July, 2010 and is just a 20 minute 
drive from Hvolsvöllur.

Eyja f ja l lajökul l, that volcano with 
a r idiculously dif f icu lt-to-pronounce 
na me t hat  w roug ht  havoc  w it h  a i r 
travel around most of Europe and even 
a f fec ted many f l ight s to the United 
States, is located in the district of East 
R angá rþing and ha s become one of 
the a rea’s ma in at t ract ions but i s by 
no means the only sight to see in the 
area. The district contains many natural 
treasures and is also the scene of one of 
the renowned Icelandic sagas, the Saga 
of the Burning of Njáll. 

Some of the most renowned places are, 
for instance, Skógar, with its amazingly 
p i c t u r e s qu e  Sk ó g a r f o s s  w a t e r f a l l , 
Seljalandsfoss waterfall, behind which it 
is possible to walk, and Þórsmörk, which 
is a beautiful and fertile mountain ridge 
north of Eyjaf ja l lajökull with various 
trekking routes in the area and therefore 
very popular among hikers.

There are a great variety of activities 
i n  t he  a r e a  f o r  t ho s e  who  w i sh  to 
explore the sites with loca l guides.

Eat At The Source
Dine on Delicious Langoustines at Eyrarbakki’s Rauða húsið 

A visit to Iceland is not complete without 
a visit to the birthplace of the Icelandic 

lobster industry. Here, you can indulge in 
a feast of the finest Icelandic seafood at 
the Rauða húsið (Red House) restaurant, 
found in the picturesque seaside village of 
Eyrarbakki. In this beautiful red house, a 
short drive from Reykjavik, langoustines are 
served in a charming atmosphere amidst a 
rich and well-preserved history.

Now a tranquil village, Eyrarbakki was 
once an important trading centre in Iceland. 
Many of its houses were built in the early 
1900’s and the village maintains that turn-
of-the-century charm and atmosphere. 

Iceland was late to discover this seafood 
delicacy. Lobster fishing was born off the 
shores of Eyrarbakki in 1954. In fact, it was not 
till then that the Langoustine was discovered 
to be not only edible, but delicious, too!

Care is taken to maintain the sense of 
history within the restaurant. The red house 
boasts beautiful original wooden floorboards 
dating back to 1919. If you arrive by noon, 
a hearty bowl of langoustine soup or a light 
seafood salad sets you up for the day. Choose 
an evening of indulgence and you can savour 
the Catch of the Day, consisting of three 
different seafood dishes. Pair a bottle of fine 
wine with any of the menu’s offerings and cap 

it off with one of the Rauða húsið’s signature 
desserts. Serving a variety of delicious fish 
and meat dishes, the restaurant’s cuisine is a 
mix of international and Icelandic foods, all 
featuring local ingredients.

Enjoy a walk around the village either 
before or after a meal at the Rauða húsið. 
The wa lk cou ld cont inue a long the 
beautiful black beaches only few minutes 
away from the village. A relaxing stroll by 
the water makes the visit complete.
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Iceland Tour Services

Please feel free to contact us for more information via email or phone.
Best regards Time tours and Time travel / info@timetours.is / www.timetours.is

Tel: +354 578 7111 / Mobil: +354 869 7111

We are a small fully licensed 
family bus and Travel agency in 
Iceland. Our fleet is of the highest 
quality and includes buses of all 
types and sizes. 

We provide first class services to 
groups, individuals and travel 
agencies that need ground 
transportation or guided tours to 
any location in Iceland.

Quick transfer from or to the 
airport, we can also arrange for 
short or long sightseeing trips in 
and around Reykjavik.




